The Members of both Houses of the 210th Legislature were sworn in. They met in Joint Session to receive the Annual State of the State Message from John O. Bennett, Acting Governor of the State of New Jersey.

SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Notice of Intention:

TO BE A SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE:
Edward T. O'Connor Jr., of Bayonne.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE:
Edward T. O'Connor Jr., of Bayonne.

Bills Introduced:

S51 Kavanaugh, W    Males-comply w/fed. selective svc. law   REF SSG
S52 Kavanaugh, W    Leg. ill-participate by electronic means   REF SSG
S53 Kavanaugh, W    Child support and paternity-concerns   REF SJU
S54 Kavanaugh, W+5 Consumer cred. reports-consumer prot.   REF SCM
S55 Kavanaugh, W    Lands for recreation-concern application   REF SEN
S56 Kavanaugh, W    Lands for recreation-concerns appraisals   REF SEN
S57 Kavanaugh, W+5 SPRS-permits svc. cred. purchase   REF SSG
S58 Kavanaugh, W/Bennett, J+5 Photo id cards, digital-children obtain   REF SLP
S59 Kavanaugh, W    Alco. bev. samplings-permits cert lic.   REF SLP
S60 Kavanaugh, W+1 Nursing homes-permit monitoring devices   REF SHH
S61 Kavanaugh, W    Animal, domestic companion-crime to kill   REF SJU
S62 Kavanaugh, W    Deer hunting w/bow-auth. on Sundays   REF SEG
S63 Rice, R    Auto insur. rate incr.-req pub of info   REF SCM
S64 Rice, R    Abbott dist. presch. teachers-cert.   REF SED
S65 Rice, R/Girgenti, J+4 Child Care Ctr Capital Proj. Prog.$1.5M   REF SHH
S66 Rice, R    Early retir. benf.-co., coll. & mun. emp   REF SSG
S67 Rice, R    Kindergarten prog.-uniform age req.   REF SED
S68 Rice, R    Charter sch.-application approval req.   REF SED
S69 Rice, R    Charter sch. new-estab. 3 yr. moratorium   REF SED
S70 Rice, R    Med. equip, home use-utility cost relief   REF SEG
S71 Rice, R/Belleville, Essex Co. $500K   REF SCU
S72 Rice, R    Charter sch. locations-proh. cert. prop.   REF SED
S73 Rice, R    Charter sch. bd. of trustee memb-concern   REF SED
S74 Rice, R    Charter sch.-appt. cert. sch. bus. admin   REF SED
S75 Rice, R    Minority, woman's bus.-documentation req   REF SEG
S76 Rice, R+1 Lead-safe housing grant-estab.$2M   REF SCU
S77 Rice, R    Special law enforcement off.-firearms   REF SJU
S78 Rice, R/Belleville Community Court Prog.$100K   REF SCU
S79 Rice, R    Long-distance carrier-maintain local off   REF SCM
Bills Introduced: (cont'd)

S80  Singer,R/Turner,S  Sch. bus drivers-mandates training  REF SLP
S81  Singer,R/Bark,M  Disab. Amer. Vet Dept, NJ-memb lic plate  REF STR
S82  Singer,R/Lesniak,R  Patient Access to Eye Care Act  REF SCM
S83  Singer,R/Bennett,J  Electric pub util-proh discontinuing svc  REF SEG
S84  Singer,R  Soil health study, Ocean Co.;$1.5M  REF SEN
S85  Singer,R/Connors,L  Animal control off.-revises cert. req.  REF SEG
S86  Singer,R/Bucco,A  Probation off.-grants police powers;$3M  REF SJU
S87  Singer,R  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF SEG
S88  Singer,R/Bark,M+1  Bone density tests-health insur. cover  REF SCM
S89  Singer,R/Kyrillos,J+1  Physical therapists/asst.-prov. lic.  REF SCM
S90  Singer,R/Kynney,B+1  Effluent, treated-prov. tax cred.  REF SEG
S91  Singer,R  Death Tax Elim. Act  REF SBA
S92  Singer,R/Allen,D  Death Tax Phase-Out Act  REF SBA
S93  Singer,R/Connors,L  Animal control off.-revises cert. req.  REF SEG
S94  Singer,R  Death Tax Elim. Act  REF SBA
S95  Singer,R/Bennett,J  Probation off.-grants police powers;$3M  REF SJU
S96  Singer,R  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF SEG
S97  Singer,R/Bark,M  Bone density tests-health insur. cover  REF SCM
S98  Singer,R/Kyrillos,J  Physical therapists/asst.-prov. lic.  REF SCM
S99  Singer,R  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF SBA
S100 Singer,R/Allen,D  Elec. pub util-proh discontinuing svc  REF SEG
S101 Singer,R  Soil health study, Ocean Co.;$1.5M  REF SEN
S102 Singer,R/Cardinale,G+2  Interior Designers Cert. Act-desig.  REF SCM
S103 Singer,R  Medicare reimb-assisted living prov  REF SHH
S104 Singer,R/Bark,M  Bone density tests-health insur. cover  REF SCM
S105 Singer,R/Kyrillos,J  Physical therapists/asst.-prov. lic.  REF SCM
S106 Singer,R  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF SEG
S107 Singer,R  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF SBA
S108 Singer,R/Allen,D+1  Effluent, treated-prov. tax cred.  REF SEG
S109 Singer,R  Death Tax Elim. Act  REF SBA
S110 Singer,R  Death Tax Phase-Out Act  REF SBA
S111 Bennett,J+7  Firefighters-lic plate, waives fee  REF STR
S112 Bennett,J  Firefighters-lic plate, waives fee  REF SBA
S113 Bennett,J/Palaia,J  Local Bond Law-revises  REF SED
S114 Bennett,J/Allen,D  Electric suppliers-emission portfolio  REF SEN
S115 Bennett,J  Water qual. planning-DEP review plans  REF SEN
S116 Bennett,J/Allen,D+1  Vol. emerg. squads-reduced util. rate  REF SEG
S117 Bennett,J  Fair Housing Act-concerns  REF SED
S118 Bennett,J/Allen,D+5  Defibrillators-placement in St. bldgs.  REF SHH
S119 Bennett,J/Singer,R  Crimes w/bail restrictions-concerns  REF SJU
S120 Bennett,J  Firefighters-lic plate, waives fee  REF STR
S121 Bennett,J/Palaia,J+5  Pupil-aid-in-lieu-of transp-incr amount  REF SED
S122 Bennett,J  Prop. cert-concerns taxation exemption  REF SED
S123 Bennett,J/Allen,D  Electric suppliers-emission portfolio  REF SEN
S124 Bennett,J  Water qual. planning-DEP review plans  REF SEN
S125 Bennett,J/Allen,D+1  Vol. emerg. squads-reduced util. rate  REF SEG
S126 Bennett,J/Palaia,J  Local Bond Law-revises  REF SED
S127 Bennett,J/Palaia,J  Firefighters-lic plate, waives fee  REF SBA
S128 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SCM
S129 Buono,B+2  Child care expenses-income tax cred.  REF SHH
S130 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SED
S131 Buono,B+2  Child care expenses-income tax cred.  REF SHH
S132 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SED
S133 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SCM
S134 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SED
S135 Buono,B  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S153    Bagger,R/Buono,B   Telephone solicitation-proh cert. resid.   REF SCM
S154    Bagger,R    Intermun. Devel. Review Act-estab.   REF SCU
S155    Bagger,R    St. Devel., Redevel. Plan-concerns   REF SCU
S156    Bagger,R+1    Govt. Performance Review & Eval. Jt Comm   REF SSG
S157    Bagger,R    Parking, off-street-mun. enact ordinance   REF SCU
S158    Bagger,R    Mun Land Use Law-make various amendments   REF SCU
S159    Bagger,R    Handgun permit-disqual. cert. juv.   REF SLP
S160    Bagger,R    Project Shalom;$110K   REF SCU
S161    Bagger,R    Social worker emp by hospices-definition   REF SCM
S162    Bagger,R    St. taxes-concerns refunds   REF SBA
S163    Bagger,R    Union Co Coll, Holocaust Study Prog;$73K   REF SED
S164    Bagger,R    Sch. fac. air quality standard-DOL;$250K   REF SEN
S165    Bagger,R    Vets’ Oral Hist. prog.;$90K   REF SSG
S166    Bagger,R    Interst. Compact for Adult Offender-prov   REF SLP
S167    Bagger,R    Co. govt. effectiveness-create comm;$95K   REF SCU
S168    Smith,B    Lead toxicity-mand. testing for children   REF SHH
S169    Smith,B    Clean Water Trust Fd. Act   REF SEN
S170    Smith,B    Campus security plans-higher ed. instlt.   REF SED
S171    Smith,B    Vendor Info. Prog.;$400K   REF SSG
S172    Smith,B    Radon in child care ctrs.-concerns   REF SED
S173    Smith,B    Medical asst. on-line application proj.   REF SHH
S174    Smith,B    Tuition-negative check-off fees   REF SED
S175    Smith,B    Contraceptives, prescribed-insur. cover   REF SCM
S176    Allen,D    Zero Tolerance for Guns Act-concerns   REF SED
S177    Allen,D    EMT/firefighters, vol.-mileage reimb.   REF SLP
S178    Allen,D    Predatory lending practices-concerns   REF SCM
S179    Allen,D    DNA testing-concerns murder cases   REF SJU
S180    Allen,D    Adoptees’ birth cert.-allows access;$90K   REF SED
S181    Allen,D    Employ. job performance disclosure-immunity   REF SJU
S182    Allen,D    DNA testing, convicted criminals;$300K   REF SJU
S183    Allen,D    Project Exile, Operation Ceasefire Act;$5M   REF SED
S184    Allen,D    Computing materials-exempt sales/use tax   REF SED
S185    Allen,D    Teaching hosp-concerns charity care pymt   REF SHH
S186    Connors,L    Conn. performance report card-fac.   REF SED
S187    Connors,L    Personal watercraft-revise laws   REF SCU
S188    Connors,L    Vet. prop. tax exemp.-extends to co-op.   REF SCU
S189    Connors,L/Ciesla,A+3    St. agency utilization-concerns   REF SSG
S190    Connors,L/Gormley,W+4    Prop. tax rev. losses-reimb. CAFRA mun.   REF SEN
S191    Connors,L    Power vessels, cert. env. areas-reg.   REF SEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S223 Connors,L+3    Charities-renewal of regis.   REF SCM
S224 Connors,L    Drug offense-suspends driv. privilege   REF SLP
S225 Connors,L    Drunk driv., 3rd offense-lic. suspension   REF SLP
S226 Connors,L+1    Bronze Star-special lic. plate   REF STR
S227 Connors,L/Allen,D+1    Distinguished Flying Cross/lic. plate   REF STR
S228 Connors,L    Drunk driv.-incr. penal.   REF SLP
S229 Connors,L/McNamara,H    Distinguished svc. medal-auth lic. plate   REF STR
S230 Connors,L    Cert. of need-exemp home health care svc   REF SHH
S231 Suliga,J    Gaming tables-25% req. min. wager of $5   REF SJU
S232 Suliga,J    Casino hotels-prov. space for exhibits   REF SJU
S233 Suliga,J    Income tax refunds-incr. interest rate   REF SBA
S234 Suliga,J    CATV, automatic renewal-removes auth.   REF SCM
S235 Suliga,J    Dredged material-allows beneficial use   REF SEN
S236 Suliga,J    NY/NJ harbor-contamination of sediments   REF SEN
S237 Suliga,J    Dredging-marine life/water qual. impact   REF SEN
S238 Suliga,J+1    Tobacco possession under age-penal.   REF SLP
S239 Suliga,J    Toll rd auth-inform motorist, towing fee   REF STR
S240 Suliga,J    Animal experiments-alternate ed. proj.   REF SED
S241 Suliga,J+3    Smoke prev./ed. svc.-prov. funding   REF SHH
S242 Suliga,J+1    Interest, dividends-income tax excl.   REF SBA
S243 Suliga,J+1    Tuition expenses-income tax deduct.   REF SED
S244 Suliga,J    Tobacco product purchase-raises age   REF SHH
S245 Suliga,J    Tobacco product, display racks-proh sale   REF SHH
S246 Suliga,J    Firefighting equip. demo.-cert. persons   REF SLP
S247 Suliga,J    Prevailing wage law-estab penal.   REF SLA
S248 Suliga,J+1    Police, fire & emer svcs-benf coverage   REF SSG
S249 Suliga,J+1    Breast cancer screening-$19M   REF SHH
S250 Bucco,A/Kyrillos,J    Holocaust Ed. Comm-monitor internet info   REF SED
S251 Bucco,A/Allen,D    Helmets, recreational safety-exemp tax   REF SLP
S252 Bucco,A/Allen,D+2    Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations   REF SJU
S253 Bucco,A/Allen,D+3    Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations   REF SJU
S254 Bucco,A    Car Watch prog.-estab.   REF SLP
S255 Bucco,A    Juv., waived to adult court-adult fac.   REF SJU
S256 Bucco,A/Palaia,J+4    Student's disciplinary records-transfer   REF SED
S257 Bucco,A/Kyrillos,J    Terrorism, material support-offenses   REF SJU
S258 Bucco,A/Gormley,W    Fire detection equip.-exempt sales taxes   REF SLP
S259 Bucco,A    Child custody-concerns   REF SJU
S260 Bucco,A    Prosthetic appliances-health insur cover   REF SCU
S261 Bucco,A    PFRS-cert. ex-spouse receive pension   REF SSG
S262 Bucco,A    Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF SCM
S263 Bucco,A    Kennel definition-incl. guard dogs   REF SEG
S264 Bucco,A    Sales tax holiday-estab. Dec 10-25, 2001   REF SBA
S265 Bucco,A    Sales tax holiday-Aug. 26 thru Sept. 1   REF SBA
S266 Bucco,A/Kavanagh,W+1    Pregnant women/marriage lic-HIV test req   REF SHH
S267 Bucco,A/Kavanaugh,W+1    DNA id-elim time limitation, cert. crime   REF SJU
S268 Bucco,A    Holocaust Ed. Comm.-$56K   REF SED
S269 Bucco,A    Holocaust ed. curriculum-$30K   REF SED
S270 Bucco,A    Breast cancer screening-$19M   REF SHH
S271 Bucco,A    Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF SCU
S272 Bucco,A    Kennel definition-incl. guard dogs   REF SEG
S273 Bucco,A    Sales tax holiday-estab. Dec 10-25, 2001   REF SBA
S274 Bucco,A    Sales tax holiday-Aug. 26 thru Sept. 1   REF SBA
S275 Bucco,A/Kavanagh,W+1    Pregnant women/marriage lic-HIV test req   REF SHH
S276 Bucco,A    DNA id-elim time limitation, cert. crime   REF SJU
S277 Girgenti,J    Health enterprise zones-estab.   REF SED
S278 Girgenti,J/Gormley,W    Designer drugs, pub. ed. campaign-$50K   REF SED
S279 Girgenti,J/Singer,R+3    Anti-Hunger Initiative-estab.;$500K   REF SHH
S280 Girgenti,J    Judges serving on recall-concerns salary   REF SJU
S281 Girgenti,J    Emergency financ. aid.-exped.   REF SLP
S282 Girgenti,J    Firefighters w/cancer-workers’ comp.   REF SLP
S283 Girgenti,J    Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF SED
S284 Girgenti,J    Armed forces-military benf.   REF SED
S285 Girgenti,J    Fire Insp Relief Entitlement prog-estab.   REF SCU
S286 Girgenti,J    Grand jury changes-concerns   REF SJU
S287 Girgenti,J    Domestic viol restraining order-concerns   REF SJU
S288 Girgenti,J    Fire inspection handbook-prepare/publish   REF SED
S289 Girgenti,J    Fire svcs. equip. grants-$7M   REF SED
S290 Girgenti,J    Fire inspection handbook-prepare/publish   REF SED
S291 Girgenti,J    Fire svcs. equip. grants-$7M   REF SED
S292 Girgenti,J    Fire svcs. equip. grants-$7M   REF SBA
S293 Callero,J    Domestic viol restraining order-concerns   REF SJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S294 Cafiero,J+4 Sr. clt.-extend reduced bus fare prog. REF STR
S295 Cafiero,J/Connors,L Regional sch. dist.-concerns St. support REF SED
S296 Cafiero,J/Matheussen,J+1 Cosmetology and hairstyling-concerns REF SCM
S297 Cafiero,J Prenatal Intervention-modify elig. req. REF SJU
S298 Cafiero,J Wildwood City;$2M REF SCU
S299 Cafiero,J Notary pub. fees-incr. REF SSG
S300 Cafiero,J Elderly family care-income tax deduct. REF SHH
S301 Cafiero,J Fed. impact aid dist.-concerns St. aid REF SED
S302 Cafiero,J Nurse recruitment/ed prog.-creates;$498K REF SHH
S303 Cafiero,J Dog lic.-incr. cert. fees REF SCM
S304 Cafiero,J PAAD-extends elig., cert. disab. persons REF SHH
S305 Cafiero,J Mortgage escrow accts-req. interest pymt. REF SCM
S306 Cafiero,J Domestic viol.-aggravated assault REF SED
S307 Cafiero,J Managed care carriers-prov fee schedules REF SCM
S308 Cafiero,J Gloucester Co.-create 2 addl. judgeships REF SJU
S309 Cafiero,J Newborn screening, blindness-mandates REF SHH
S310 Cafiero,J New Baltimore Harbor-estab. an addl. harbor REF SBA
S311 Cafiero,J NHL hockey stadium-extends elig. for pub. funds REF SED
S312 Cafiero,J Mortgage escrow accts-req. interest pymt. REF SCM
S313 Cafiero,J PAAD-extends elig., cert. disab. persons REF SHH
S314 Cafiero,J Mortgage escrow accts-req. interest pymt. REF SCM
S315 Cafiero,J Domestic viol.-aggravated assault REF SED
S316 Cafiero,J Managed care carriers-prov fee schedules REF SCM
S317 Cafiero,J Gloucester Co.-create 2 addl. judgeships REF SJU
S318 Cafiero,J PAAD-extends elig., cert. disab. persons REF SHH
S319 Cafiero,J Mortgage escrow accts-req. interest pymt. REF SCM
S320 Cafiero,J Domestic viol.-aggravated assault REF SED
S321 Cafiero,J Managed care carriers-prov fee schedules REF SCM
S322 Cafiero,J Gloucester Co.-create 2 addl. judgeships REF SJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S364    Kenny,B/Kyrillos,J    Juv. offenders-St. reimb co. for housing   REF SLP
S365    Kenny,B/Palaia,J    Learning Through Listening Prog.-estab.   REF SED
S366    Kenny,B    Sch. crossing guards-concerns   REF SED
S367    Kenny,B/Bucco,A    Bus. owners, cert-deduct pension contrib   REF SCM
S368    Kenny,B    Hudson River piers;$3.250M   REF SEN
S369    Kenny,B    Absentee voters, incapacitated-concerns   REF SSG
S370    Kenny,B/Gormley,W    Newborn screening prog-expands disorders   REF SHH
S371    Kenny,B/Bucco,A    Mercury thermometers-bans sale   REF SEN
S372    Kenny,B    Multiple dwelling fire walls-estab loan   REF SCU
S373    Sacco,N/Adler,J+1    Prisoners-responsible for own cost   REF SLP
S374    Sacco,N    HMDC master plan-req. cross acceptance   REF SCU
S375    Sacco,N    Alternative fuel veh.-NJT req. to purch.   REF STR
S376    Sacco,N/Caffiero,J    Clergy-special lic. plates   REF STR
S377    Sacco,N/Bryant,W    Landlords-maintain list of tenants   REF SED
S378    Sacco,N+2    Mun. util. auth.-elim. MV regis. fees   REF STR
S379    Sacco,N/Singer,R+2    Abbott dist.-modifies definition   REF SED
S380    Sacco,N/Kenny,B    DOT-conduct emerg. response control prog   REF SLP
S381    Sacco,N/Bryant,W    Landlords-maintain list of tenants   REF SED
S382    Sacco,N    Port Auth Bd of Comm-approve req changes   REF SED
S383    Sacco,N/Singer, R-2    Abbott dist.-modifies definition   REF SED
S384    Sacco,N/Ciesla,A    Sch. bus-driver present w/pupil on bus   REF SED
S385    Sacco,N/Ciesla,A+2    Sch buses-2 way communication req.   REF SED
S386    Sacco,N    Sexually viol predator-estab housing req   REF SLP
S387    Sacco,N    Bars/taverns-mun. estab. security req.   REF SCU
S388    Sacco,N    Student, sch dist inelig-prov tax record   REF SED
S389    Sacco,N/Turner,S    Traffic info.-DOT prov. through website   REF STR
S390    Sacco,N/Kenny,B    DOT-conduct emerg. response control prog   REF SED
S391    Sacco,N    Local Bridge Bond Act of 2001   REF STR
S392    Sacco,N/Suliga,J    Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover   REF SCM
S393    Sacco,N    NJT-toll collection lanes be consistent   REF STR
S394    Sacco,N    GSP-toll collection lanes be consistent   REF STR
S395    Sacco,N/Singer,R    Urban enterprise zones-concerns   REF SEG
S396    Sacco,N/Turner,S    RR rights-of-way- prov. safety zones   REF STR
S397    Sacco,N    Elevator fire recall keys-concerns   REF SCU
S398    Kyrillos,J    Recreational activity cert-liab immunity   REF SJU
S399    Kyrillos,J    Vol. health care svcs.-prov. immunity   REF SJU
S400    Smith,B    Sick leave banks-sch. emp.   REF SED
S401    Bryant,W    Physician-cultural competency training   REF SCM
S402    Bryant,W/Turner,S+1    St. Police emp-concerns unlawful conduct   REF SJU
S403    Bryant,W    Alternate benf. prog.-concerns   REF SSG
S404    Bryant,W    Tax amnesty-estab.   REF SBA
S405    Matheussen,J/Martin,R-1    Suspension from sch.-unexcused absence   REF SED
S406    Matheussen,J    Trooper tuition cost-St reimbr.;$700K   REF SLP
S407    Matheussen,J    Nonpub. sch. transp.-concerns bids   REF SED
S408    Bryant,W/Bagger,R+1    Mentally retarded defendants-concerns   REF SJU
S409    Bryant,W/Turner,S+1    St. Police emp-concerns unlawful conduct   REF SJU
S410    Bryant,W    Alternate benf. prog.-concerns   REF SSG
S411    Bryant,W    Home repair finan. contract-concerns   REF SCM
S412    Bryant,W/James,S    St. Police employment titles-req. list   REF SED
S413    Bryant,W/Turner,S+1    Voting rights-allows cert. parolees   REF SSG
S414    Bryant,W    Gloucester Co hist church cemetery;$100K   REF SEN
S415    Bryant,W    Human Relations Council-modify gov.   REF SSG
S416    Bryant,W/James,S    St. Police-trooper performance database   REF SED
S417    Bryant,W    Alternate benf. prog.-concerns   REF SSG
S418    Bryant,W/Littell,R    Home repair finan. contract-concerns   REF SCM
S419    Bryant,W/Littell,R    Contractor, home improvement-req bonding   REF SCM
S420    Bryant,W/James,S    Auto insur. agent-concerns discrim.   REF SCM
S421    Bryant,W/Turner,S+1    Voting rights-allows cert. parolees   REF SSG
S422    Bryant,W    Gloucester Co hist church cemetery;$100K   REF SEN
S423    Bryant,W    Human Relations Council-modify gov.   REF SSG
S424    Bryant,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. St. emp.   REF SGG
S425    Bryant,W/Kavanauagh,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. pub. emp.   REF SSG
S426    Bryant,W/Bagger,R    Medicaid reimb., qual. health ctrs.;$5M   REF SHH
S427    Bryant,W    Focus on Literacy-NJ-voluntary contrib.   REF SSG
S428    Bryant,W/Furnar,G    Flight instruction-background checks   REF STR
S429    Bryant,W/Kavanauagh,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. pub. emp.   REF SGG
S430    Bryant,W/Kavanauagh,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. pub. emp.   REF SGG
S431    Bryant,W/Kavanauagh,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. pub. emp.   REF SGG
S432    Bryant,W    Focus on Literacy-NJ-voluntary contrib.   REF SSG
S433    Bryant,W/Barker,M    Camden Rehab. & Econ. Recovery Act   REF SEG
S434    Bryant,W/Gormley,W+4    Civil rights deprivation-crime   REF SED
S435    Bryant,W/James,S    St. Police employment titles-req. list   REF SED
S436    Bryant,W/James,S    Auto insur. agent-concerns discrim.   REF SCM
S437    Bryant,W/Turner,S+1    Voting rights-allows cert. parolees   REF SSG
S438    Bryant,W    Gloucester Co hist church cemetery;$100K   REF SEN
S439    Bryant,W    Human Relations Council-modify gov.   REF SGG
S440    Bryant,W    SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. St. emp.   REF SGG
S441    Bryant,W    Mentally retarded defendants-concerns   REF SJU
S442    Bryant,W/Furnar,G    Flight instruction-background checks   REF STR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S433 Bryant,W/Codey,R St Endowment, Scholarship Prog.-estab. REF SED
S434 Bryant,W Electric energy production-tax cred. REF SEG
S435 Turner,S Time-growth ordinances-auth mun adoption REF SCU
S437 Turner,S/Bryant,W+1 Racial profiling-creates the offense REF SJU
S438 Turner,S/Bryant,W+1 St. Police-file reports on my stops REF SLP
S439 Turner,S/Bryant,W+2 St. Police misconduct-civilian review bd REF SLP
S440 Turner,S/Bryant,W+2 St. Police mv stops-quarterly studies REF SJU
S441 Turner,S Coll., full time student-income tax cred REF SED
S442 Turner,S/Martin,R Sch. crisis response plan-subcomm.;$3M REF SED
S443 Turner,S+1 Viol. prev. prog.-DOE;$300K REF SED
S444 Turner,S+1 Smoking in cert. pub. premises-concerns REF SHH
S445 Turner,S Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh. REF SCM
S446 Turner,S High sch. athletic events-defibrillators REF SED
S447 Turner,S/Inverso,P+2 Sr. prop. tax deduct.-incr. income limit REF SCU
S448 Turner,S/Gormley,W+4 Prof. Responsibility Off.-creates REF SJU
S449 Turner,S PERS-concerns addtl. retir. benf. REF SSG
S450 Turner,S PERS, TPAF-concerns addtl. retir. benf. REF SSG
S451 Turner,S/Inverso,P+1 Early retir. benf.-St. emp. REF SSG
S452 Turner,S Abandoned prop conversion-tax credit REF SED
S453 Turner,S Affordable housing-concerns REF SCU
S454 Turner,S St. rental assist. prog.-estab. REF SCU
S455 Turner,S Low income home purchase-creates prog. REF SED
S456 Turner,S MV inspection contract-deprivatization REF SLP
S457 Turner,S Standards/Assessments Accountability Act REF SED
S458 Turner,S Commercial mv-inspection pilot prog REF STR
S459 Turner,S Combat pay-excl. from gross income tax REF SBA
S460 Cardinale,G Flood prot. prog.-concerns REF SEN
S461 Cardinale,G/Lesniak,R Wine tasting-permits cert. Class C lic. REF SLP
S462 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A UI benf.-disqualifies for drug use REF SLA
S463 Cardinale,G Direct sellers-worker's comp. exemp. REF SLA
S464 Cardinale,G+1 Law enforce. off., cert.-carry firearm REF SJU
S465 Cardinale,G Handgun permits-clarify background check REF SJU
S466 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A Women's Right to Know Act REF SHH
S467 Cardinale,G+4 Campaign contrib.-redefines meaning REF SSG
S468 Cardinale,G/Allen,D Body armor-concerns possession REF SLP
S469 Cardinale,G/Baer,B John Harms Ctr. for the Arts;$2M REF SSG
S470 Adler,J Comprehensive Ethics Reform Act REF SSG
S471 Adler,J/Codey,R Handgun, use in crime-incr. mand. term REF SED
S472 Adler,J Pub. sch. class-size reduct. prog.$42M REF SED
S473 Adler,J+1 Millennium Agric. Viability Init.$3M REF SEG
S474 Adler,J Farm viability asst. prog.-estab.$3M REF SEG
S475 Adler,J PAAD-incr. income elig. limits REF SHH
S476 Adler,J/Vitale,J+3 Brownfields Redevel. Grants Prog.$150M REF SED
S477 Adler,J/Bagger,R Faith Based Community Devel. Initiative REF SED
S478 Adler,J+4 Prop. tax reform-St. constil. convention REF SSG
S479 Adler,J Sch. and med. family leave-prov. REF SLA
S480 Adler,J/Connors,L+2 Booster seat-changes req. REF SLP
S481 Vitale,J/Bennett,J+4 Hosp/nursing homes-compile staffing info REF SHH
S482 Vitale,J/Bennett,J+4 Nursing staff-concerns standards REF SHH
S483 Vitale,J/Bennett,J+1 Child abuse, stalking-proh firearm purch REF SJU
S484 Vitale,J/Martin,R+4 SCI-makes permanent REF SSG
S485 Vitale,J/Turner,S Domestic violent shelters-tax deduction REF SHH
S486 Vitale,J+16 Health Care Claims Pymt Resp Act REF SED
S487 Vitale,J Domestic-viol/child abuse-ed instruction REF SED
S488 Vitale,J/Matheussen,J+1 Sch. buses-proh. smoking REF SED
S489 Vitale,J+3 Nursing home admission agreement-concern REF SHH
S490 Vitale,J/Bucoco,A Prison phone rev.-desig. to VCCB claims REF SLP
S491 Vitale,J/Codey,R SCI-propose series of statute amendments REF SJU
S492 Vitale,J/Codey,R+2 Blood alco. level for DWI-reduce to .08% REF SLP
S493 Vitale,J St-owned resid vet fac.-sales tax exemp. REF SSG
S494 Vitale,J Rutgers Coll. of Nursing-fac.$2.3M REF SHH
S495 Vitale,J+1 Collaborating Ctr. for Nursing.$1.2M REF SHH
S496 Vitale,J/Gormley,W Kidnapping-elim. statute of limitations REF SJU
S497 Vitale,J Nursing Student Incentive Loan Act;$5M REF SHH
S498 Vitale,J/Furnari,G+2 Hepatitis B vaccination cost-insur cover REF SCM
S499 Vitale,J/Adler,J+2 Home care prov-give patient emp info REF SHH
S500 Vitale,J/Littell,R+1 Child Safety Distrib. Prog Fd-estab REF SLP
S501 Vitale,J/McNamara,H Water resources preserv-concerns funding REF SEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S502    Vitale,J/McNamara,H Water resource mgmt.-concerns REF SCU
S503    Vitale,J Ticket broker practices, cert.-concerns REF SCM
S504    Vitale,J/Martin,R Charter sch. fac.-concerns construction REF SED
S505    Martin,R/Adler,J-2 Mun. transfer of devel. rights-auth. REF SEG
S506    Martin,R/Bagger,R Great Swamp watershed area-concerns REF SEN
S507    Martin,R+1 Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns REF SED
S508    Martin,R Teacher Continuing Ed Req. Act REF SED
S509    Martin,R/Palaia,J Teachers, foreign countries-concerns emp REF SED
S510    Martin,R/Allen,D High sch. grad. req.-concerns REF SED
S511    Martin,R/Palaia,J+3 Academically Gifted Student Ed. Act;$5M REF SED
S512    Martin,R/Baer,B-2 Govt. records-prov. pub. access REF SLP
S513    Martin,R/Allen,D Coll. bd. of trustees-req. layoff notice REF SED
S514    Martin,R Arbitration procedures-concerns rules REF SJU
S515    Martin,R/Allen,D Coll. bd. of trustees-req. layoff notice REF SED
S516    Martin,R/Bucco,A Charter sch., Abbott dist.-St. fd. REF SED
S517    Martin,R/Bucco,A Charter sch. fac. aid-concerns REF SED
S518    James,S+1 Social Svcs. for the Homeless prog.;$2M REF SHH
S519    James,S Pub off cert-proh holding simultaneously REF SED
S520    James,S+1 Cruelty to animals-concerns REF SJU
S521    James,S/Rice,R+15 Newark, plane crash costs;$1.5M REF SCU
S522    James,S/Turner,S St. Police-maintain cert. records REF SLP
S523    James,S/Bryant,W St. Police applicant-cert. psych testing REF SLP
S524    James,S/Bryant,W St. Police appt.-proh. 4-yr. college req. REF SLP
S525    James,S Alco. bev. tax-auth. cert. mun to impose REF SCU
S526    James,S/Charles,J+3 Wyna Lipman Ethnic Studies Ctr.;$50K REF SED
S527    James,S/Bryant,W+1 Revaluation relief/restrictions-concerns REF SED
S528    James,S Domestic viol. s.vc. unit-Essex co.;$1M REF SHH
S529    James,S Wastewater treatment svc.-concerns REF SEN
S530    James,S/Lessniak,R+2 Mun. retir. sys.-incr. pension benf. REF SSG
S531    James,S Co. prosecutor, acting-clarifies salary REF SJU
S532    James,S+7 Water/wastewater treatment svc.-concerns REF SEN
S533    James,S Water/wastewater treatment svc.-concerns REF SEN
S534    James,S+1 Pub. Confidence-Police Integrity-hotline REF SLP
S535    Gill,N Handguns-proh. sale, possession REF SLP
S536    Gill,N Domestic viol. registry-firearm permits REF SLP
S537    Gill,N+4 Hosp., denying cert. admissions-proh. REF SHH
S538    Gill,N+1 Sgl. domiciles, cert.-inc. income tax REF SED
S539    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S540    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S541    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S542    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S543    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S544    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S545    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S546    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S547    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S548    Gill,N/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S549    Gill,N+1 PAAD recipients-allow choice of pharmacy REF SHH
S550    Gill,N Death penal. in NJ-abolish REF SJU
S551    Gill,N PAAD elig.-excludes cert. income REF SHH
S552    Gill,N+2 Multi-Dwelling St. Tax Cred. Act REF SCU
S553    Gill,N+2 Neighborhood Revitalization Tax Cred Act REF SCU
S554    Gill,N MV searches-concerns REF SED
S555    Gill,N/Lance,L+3 St. Police Superintendent-concerns REF SED
S556    Lance,L+1 Develop. impact fees-auth mun assessment REF SCU
S557    Lance,L+1 Develop. impact fees-auth mun assessment REF SCU
S558    Lance,L Child of St inmate-concerns tuition cost REF SED
S559    Lance,L Auto w/fire extinguisher-insur reduction REF SCM
S560    Lance,L/Charles,J+1 Judges, admin. law-specify comp. levels REF SSG
S561    Lance,L St. emp. harassment-AG refuse defense REF SJU
S562    Lance,L DWI-AG implement penal. REF SLP
S563    Lance,L Deer mgmt.-prov. statement REF SEG
S564    Lance,L Transfer inheritance tax-phases out REF SBA
S565    Lance,L Fire dist. comm.-changes election date REF SSG
S566    Lance,L Truck ban-extend to 96-inch wide trucks REF STR
S567    Lance,L Suppl. comp., cert.-limits upon retir. REF SED
S568    Lance,L/Buono,B Land appraisals-incl. farmland preserv. REF SEG
S569    Lance,L Farm produce sign-auth. permit REF SEG
S570    Codey,R/Martin,R Psych. fac., St.-on-site training REF SHH
S571    Codey,R+2 Health Care Consumer Info. Act;$300K REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont'd)

S572 Codey,R+1 Minimum wage-incr.   REF SLA
S573 Codey,R/Palaia,J+6 Handguns, child-proof-mandates sale   REF SLP
S574 Codey,R Violent offenders-limits placement   REF SLP
S575 Codey,R Constr. contracts, cert-prevailing wages   REF SLA
S576 Codey,R/Matheussen,J Wage viol., prevailing-incr. penalties   REF SLA
S577 Codey,R Retir. benf.-issue refunding bonds   REF SBU
S578 Codey,R Co. prosecutor-ten yrs. legal experience   REF SJU
S579 Codey,R Med. malpractice actions-elim 90 day req   REF SJU
S580 Codey,R/Vitale,J+12 Dignity in Home Care Act   REF SHH
S581 Codey,R/Kyrillos,J+1 Crane operators-prov. certification   REF SCM
S582 Codey,R Disab. children, addl.-Medicaid to cover   REF SHH
S583 Ciesla,A/Palaia,J Manslaughter-upgrades penal.   REF SJU
S584 Ciesla,A/Palaia,J Prepaid Higher Ed. Expense Prog.-estab.   REF SED
S585 Ciesla,A+1 Home health aides-document patient abuse   REF SHH
S586 Ciesla,A Hosp.-req. offer to sell before closing   REF SHH
S587 Ciesla,A CAFA fees-exemp. religious institutions   REF SEN
S588 Ciesla,A Pension adjustment-incr. by 2% per yr.   REF SSG
S589 Ciesla,A Carbon well filtration sys.-Dover Twp.   REF SEN
S590 Ciesla,A/Palaia,J Pier, noncommercial-proh. permit denial   REF SEN
S591 Ciesla,A+1 Subcontracting, pub. sch.-concerns   REF SED
S592 Ciesla,A Animal control off., certified-estab list   REF SEG
S593 Ciesla,A/Palaia,J Sch. bus driv.-elim. fingerprinting   REF SED
S594 Ciesla,A+1 Autism Registry-estab.;$500K   REF SHH
S595 Ciesla,A/Palaia,J Disab. vet. allowance-annual adjustment   REF SSG
S596 Ciesla,A Hosp. general-concern closure/conversion   REF SHH
S597 Ciesla,A Hosp.-concerns governing body   REF SHH
S598 Ciesla,A/Singer,R Homeowners' assn., cert.-exemtp sales tax   REF SBU
S599 Ciesla,A+1 Brick Township Reservoir;$25M   REF SED
S600 Ciesla,A Mill.civilian absentee ballot-concerns   REF SGG
S601 Ciesla,A Thrift Savings contrib, fed emp-excl tax   REF SBA
S602 Ciesla,A Rail yards, cert. locations-proh. work   REF STR
S603 Ciesla,A Unsafe intermodal equip.-proh. tendering   REF STR
S604 Ciesla,A Coastal Dredge Disposal Alt. Task Force   REF SEN
S605 Ciesla,A Thermal imaging camera-prov., fire org.   REF SLP
S606 Ciesla,A Homestead Rebate-incr. income elig.   REF SBA
S607 Ciesla,A Wells req. DEP to monitor   REF SED
S608 Cafiero,J Sports, Entertainment Dist Finan Act   REF SED
S609 Gormley,W/Adler,J+4 Governor candidates-concerns   REF SSG
S610 Gormley,W/Adler,J Disabled-estab. co. off.   REF SED
S611 Gormley,W/Cody,R Judicial/Prosecutorial Fac Constr Act   REF SJU
S612 Gormley,W+1 Disab., emerg.-concerns use of emblem   REF SCU
S613 Gormley,W/Cardinale,G+1 St. aid-incr. per consumer price index   REF SED
S614 Gormley,W/Cardinale,G+1 Pupil evaluation;$5.5M   REF SED
S615 Gormley,W/Furnari,G St. Police-concerns defense attorney   REF SJU
S616 Gormley,W Pinelands Area-timed growth ordinance   REF SBU
S617 Furnari,G/Bryant,W Check cashing bus.-file cert. reports   REF SJU
S618 Furnari,G/Vitale,J+2 Park improvement-prov. annual appro.   REF SEN
S619 Furnari,G/Bryant,W Check cashing bus, cash cert check-crime   REF SJU
S620 Furnari,G/Connors,L+6 Traveling carnival rides-inspection   REF SED
S621 Furnari,G/Gormley,W+6 Pub. Defender-recovery of reimb for svc   REF SBU
S622 Furnari,G Arson investigator-expands jurisdiction   REF SLP
S623 Furnari,G/Vitale,J+1 Domestic viol-related crim cases-concern   REF SJU
S624 Furnari,G Law Against Discrim.-clarify age prov.   REF SJU
S625 Furnari,G/Lesniak,R Van Riper House-restoration;$350K   REF SEN
S626 Furnari,G/Vitale,J Loc. exchange companies-concerns reg.   REF SCM
S627 Furnari,G Weapons in sch.-toll free hotline   REF SLP
S628 Furnari,G/Singer,R+12 Election Law/Procedure Study Comm-estab.   REF SED
S629 Furnari,G+1 Pub. Surface Water Supply Prot. Act   REF SEN
S630 Furnari,G Steep Slope Prot. Act   REF SEN
S631 Furnari,G/Singer,R Discrim. in housing-concerns   REF SJU
S632 Inverso,P Fundraisers, nonpol.-disclosure to ELEC   REF SED
S633 Inverso,P+1 Fundraisers, nonpol.-disclosure to ELEC   REF SUG
S634 Inverso,P+1 Timed-growth ordinances-auth.   REF SBU
S635 Inverso,P+1 Ethical Standards Comm.-reconstitutes   REF SSB
S636 Inverso,P Urban enterprise zones-amusement tax   REF SED
S637 Inverso,P/Ciesla,A Truck Safety Bureau in St. Police-estab.   REF STR
S638 Inverso,P+2 Mun. energy aggregation-concerns   REF SEG
S639 Inverso,P Renewable energy-concerns   REF SEG
S640 Inverso,P+6 Funeral expense, cert qual emp-auth pymt   REF SLP
S641 Inverso,P Youth suicide-create reporting system   REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S642 Inverso,P/Bucco,A Mun. records, cert.-not pub. accessible REF SCU
S643 Inverso,P/Turner,S Serious crime-full cash bail req. REF SJU
S644 Inverso,P/Allen,D+2 Social Svcs. for the Homeless grant;$6M REF SHH
S645 Inverso,P Inter-mun. land disputes-concerns REF SCU
S646 Inverso,P+5 Env. testing laboratory-estab.;$3M REF SEN
S647 Inverso,P Student finan. mgmt prog.-prov. REF SCM
S648 Inverso,P/Littell,R+19 WWII Vets Mem., St;$2M REF SSG
S649 Inverso,P/Bucco,A Telephone billing practices-regulates REF SCM
S650 Inverso,P Political contrib.-concerns limits REF SSG
S651 Inverso,P New home consumer complaint off.-creates REF SCU
S652 Inverso,P St. off. and emp.-ethical standards REF SSG
S653 Inverso,P/Allen,D+1 Sex offender registry-proh cert removals REF SLP
S654 Inverso,P Campaign contrib./expenditures-concerns REF SSG
S655 Inverso,P Campaign contrib./expenditures-concerns REF SLP
S656 Inverso,P DMV-transfers to DLPS REF STR
S657 Inverso,P Hwy. traffic impact studies-concerns REF STR
S658 Bagger,R Workplace Viol. Task Force-estab. REF SLA
S659 Bagger,R St. off./emp.-concerns mileage reimb. REF SSG
S660 Cardinale,G Chiropractors, lic.-concerns adjustments REF SCM
S661 Cardinale,G Justice Network Proj.-estab. REF SLP
S662 Cardinale,G Crosswalks, fail to yeild-incr. penal. REF SLP
S663 Connors,L Stabilization aid, cert. dist.-incr. REF SED
S664 Gill,N Posttraumatic stress disorder-insur. pay REF SCM
S665 Smith,B Card-check-concerns emp. representation REF SLA
S666 Suliga,J Breast Cancer Screening Access Prog. REF SHH
S667 Bennett,J Wrongful death act-amends REF SJU
S668 Codey,R CATV/telecommunications svc.-concerns REF SCM
S669 Rice,R Jury duty-exempt. Legislators REF SJU
S670 Connors,L/McNamara,H In God We Trust-display in pub. sch. REF SED
SCR11 Kavanaugh,W/Martin,R Bills, tax-3/5 majority vote in Leg. REF SSG
SCR12 Kavanaugh,W Leg, ill-participate by electronic means REF SSG
SCR13 Connors,L Loc. prop. taxes-proh. cert. use REF SED
SCR14 Bark,M Transp. infrastructure-coord. w/pub util REF STR
SCR15 Kyrillos,J/Bucco,A Special ed.-require St. pay costs REF SED
SCR16 Bryant,W Riverboat gambling-amends NJ Consti. REF SJU
SCR17 Cardinale,G/Cafiero,J+1 Parents-support fundamental rights REF SED
SCR18 Cardinale,G St. fd. for ed.-per pupil basis REF SED
SCR19 Lance,L Bond refundings, St.-req. voter approval REF SSG
SCR20 Lance,L Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval REF SSG
SCR21 Lance,L Mental retardation-bar death penalty REF SJU
SJR11 Allen,D Total Auto Insur. Reform-task force REF SCM
SR11 Bennett,J Gambling on Internet-Cong. regulate REF SJU
SR12 Bagger,R President’s trade promo. auth.-support REF SEG
SR13 Allen,D/Matheussen,J Medicare-Choice prog-enact legislation REF SHH
SR14 Bark,M Fourth grade test-suspend for 5 yrs. REF SED
SR15 Cardinale,G/Martin,R+4 Ancillary Airline Industry Relief-enact REF STR
SR16 Gill,N Home health aides-express support REF SHH
SR17 Gill,N Medicaid-revise ‘resources’ definition REF SHH
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Note to the January 7, 2002 Digest:

The Senate President has made the following appointments:

*Effective January 7, 2002

Advisory Council to the Juvenile Justice Commission

Susan Meier, of Lakewood

Commission On Italian and Americans of Italian Heritage Cultural and Educational Programs

Salvatore A. DaVino, of Harding
Barbara Lazzaro, of Blackwood
Mauro Checchio, of Scotch Plains
Lawrence J. Silvi II, of Harvey Cedars
Catherine Giambanco Vignale, of Holmdel

The Senate President has made the following reappointments:

*Effective January 7, 2002

Health Wellness Promotion Advisory Board

Jeffrey L. Carson, M.D., of Belle Mead

Advisory Council to the Juvenile Justice Commission

Paul G. Goldenberg, of Howell

The Senate adjourned at 6:30 P.M. to meet at a date and a time to be announced.

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

AR1 Sires,A Assembly-org, 2002 session

Bills Introduced:

A51 Smith,T St. contracts, subcontracts-prompt pymt. REF ASG
A52 Smith,T Pub. Contract Oversight Off.-creates REF ASG
A53 Smith,T Remedial reading prog, inmates-estab. REF ALP
A54 Smith,T Off. of Asst. Comm. of Ed. in DOC-estab. REF ALP
A55 Smith,T/Assetta,N+1 Const proj, mun-concerns cert. contracts REF ACE
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A56 Smith,T+4 Pub. asst. admin. costs-St. req. to pay REF AFW
A57 Smith,T/Corodemus,S+13 Invasion of privacy-punishes cert. acts REF AJU
A58 Smith,T/Watson Coleman,B+16 UEZA-permanent enterprise zones REF ACE
A59 Smith,T Chiropractors-auth. special lic. plate REF ATR
A60 Smith,T Newspapers-changes req. of legal notices REF ASG
A61 Smith,T Neighborhood Assn. Victims Bill of Right REF AJU
A62 Smith,T+9 Minor delinquent activity-record keeping REF AAP
A63 Smith,T+6 Juv. Central Registry:$204,514 REF AAP
A64 Smith,T/Weinberg,L+20 Multi-Dwelling St. Tax Cred. Act REF AAP
A65 Smith,T/Weinberg,L+19 Neighborhood Revitalization Tax Cred Act REF AAP
A66 Smith,T/Armone,M+1 Co. vocational sch. dist-incr. bd. memb. REF AED
A67 Smith,T Condo assn.-concerns meetings REF AHO
A68 Thompson,S Recreational activity cert-liab immunity REF AJU
A69 Thompson,S Prescr.-proh. pharmacist disclose info REF ACO
A70 Thompson,S+3 Income tax pymt. sys.-cred. or debit card REF AAP
A71 Thompson,S+1 Red heart symbol on lic plates-DMV offer REF ATR
A72 Thompson,S/Azzolina,J Sch aid-calculation, equalized valuation REF AED
A73 Thompson,S Prop. tax appeals-concerns filing REF AHO
A74 Thompson,S Aux. police off-Length of Svc Award prog. REF ALP
A75 Thompson,S/Previte,M+8 Juv offenders-divert from ct sys.:$2.431M REF AFW
A76 Thompson,S/Geist,G+10 Coordinating Comm. on Youth:$50K REF AFW
A77 Thompson,S/DiGaetano,P+9 Model youth prog.:$1M REF AFW
A78 Thompson,S/DiGaetano,P+11 Youth Emp. After Sch Incentive Prog.:$25K REF AFW
A79 Thompson,S/DiGaetano,P+8 Youth Emp. Pilot Prog.-St. tax cred. REF AFW
A80 Thompson,S/Azzolina,J Passenger vehicle-concerns REF AHH
A81 Thompson,S+3 Medical gas piping installation-req cert REF ARP
A82 Thompson,S+1 Grandparenting Resource Ctr. Prog.-$3M REF ASI
A83 Thompson,S+7 Judges-mandate cert. training REF ASI
A84 Thompson,S/Barnes,P+4 Grandparents Court Liaison Prog.-creates REF ASI
A85 Thompson,S/Pool,R+4 Family prog.-higher ed instit. develop REF AFW
A86 Thompson,S+6 Extended family caregivers-housing REF AHO
A87 Thompson,S+8 Kinship care-concerns REF ASI
A88 Thompson,S Friscia,A St. Emp. and Training Comm.-modifies REF ALA
A89 Thompson,S/Weinberg,L Hosp/nursing homes-compile staffing info REF AHH
A90 Thompson,S/Gregg,G Homestead rebates-combines applications REF AAP
A91 Thompson,S+3 Thermal imaging camera-purch loc. police REF ALP
A92 Thompson,S/Vandervalk,C+3 FamilyCare Health Coverage Prog.-expands REF AFW
A93 Thompson,S/Doria,J+1 Children's hosp., cert.:$16M REF AHH
A94 Thompson,S Fair share housing cred.-prov. addl. REF AHO
A95 Thompson,S+2 Blood donation-concerns age REF AHH
A96 Thompson,S/Weinberg,L Hosp/nursing homes-compile staffing info REF AHH
A97 Thompson,S/Pool,R+4 Family prog.-higher ed instit. develop REF AFW
A98 Thompson,S Vandalism-Conc. Property-creates REF AHO
A99 Thompson,S+6 Basic skills training-concerns REF AHH
A100 Thompson,S/Smith,Tm+3 Disab. vet.-free admission to St. parks REF AMV
A101 Thompson,S Breast Cancer Screening Grant Fd.:$3.8M REF AHH
A102 Thompson,S/Doria,J+7 Title 19 Revision Comm.-estab. 9 memb. REF ASG
A103 Thompson,S+2 Blood donation-concerns age REF AHH
A104 Thompson,S Cred. card no.-proh. electronic printing REF ACO
A105 Thompson,S Plastic, returnable containers-tax exemp REF AEN
A106 Thompson,S/Azzolina,J Worker's comp-excludes gratuities REF AHH
A107 Cruz-Perez,N/Roberts,J Multi-racial classification-incl St form REF ASG
A108 Cruz-Perez,N/Roberts,J English skills, limited-no ed. test req. REF AED
A109 Cruz-Perez,N Commercial vender assault-upgrades REF AJU
A110 Cruz-Perez,N Child passenger restraint-liab. prot. REF AJU
A111 Cruz-Perez,N+6 Police veh., unmarked-proh routine stops REF AFW
A112 Cruz-Perez,N+2 Child Labor Law Enforce. Fd-estab.$1M REF AFW
A113 Cruz-Perez,N+4 Child passenger restraint-liab. prot. REF AJU
A114 Cruz-Perez,N+11 Child care ctrs.-finan. asst.;$24M REF AFW
A115 Cruz-Perez,N+10 Tobacco vending machine-proh. REF AHH
A116 Cruz-Perez,N Urban/Rural, Unsafe Bd. Demolition;$15M REF AHH
A117 Cruz-Perez,N Co. coll., full time enrollment-tax cred REF AED
A118 Cruz-Perez,N Agriculture Bd.-expands memb. REF AAN
A119 Cruz-Perez,N+2 Child Labor Law Enforce. Fd-estab.$1M REF AFW
A120 Cruz-Perez,N+4 Child care ctrs.-finan. asst.;$8M bond REF AFW
A121 Cruz-Perez,N+1 Ethical Standards Comm.-incr. memb REF ASG
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A128 Cruz-Perez,N DYFS reform plan-review bd. to oversee REF AFW
A129 Cruz-Perez,N+18 Alzheimer's Demo. Adult Day Care Ctr.;$2M REF ASI
A130 Cruz-Perez,N Electronic mail, bulk-proh. sending REF ATU
A131 Cruz-Perez,N/Roberts,J Computer crime, cert.-incr. penal. REF ATU
A132 Cruz-Perez,N/Conaway,H Prescription med-concerns insur coverage REF ABI
A133 Cruz-Perez,N+1 St. Police emp-concerns unlawful conduct REF ALP
A134 Cruz-Perez,N/Cottrell,M+3 Special ed. treatment options-concerns REF AED
A135 Cruz-Perez,N Natl. Guard, retir.-free hunting lic. REF AMV
A136 Cruz-Perez,N Exempt Prop. Overburden Act REF AHO
A137 Heck,R/Quigley,J+9 Income tax deduct-contrib Sept 11 relief REF AAP
A138 Heck,R+9 Tax Rate Reduction Award Prog.;$8M REF AAP
A139 Heck,R Domestic viol.-aggravated assault REF AJU
A140 Heck,R Crime impact statements-confidential REF AJU
A141 Heck,R/Azzolina,J+1 Sexual assault-mand. min term w/o parole REF AJU
A142 Heck,R/Weinberg,L Domestic Viol. Resource Ctrs.;$750K REF AFW
A143 Heck,R/Vandervalk,C Sr. cit. abuse-disorderly offense REF ASI
A144 Heck,R/Vandervalk,C Toxicology tests on newborns-report REF AHH
A145 Heck,R Sex Crime Victim Treatment Fd.-creates REF AJU
A146 Heck,R/Vandervalk,C Genetic counselor-req. lic. REF ARP
A147 Heck,R Security fraud-viol. consumer fraud act REF ACO
A148 Heck,R+1 Med. malpractice lab. insur.-concerns REF ABI
A149 Heck,R+2 Special Ed. Svcs. Fd.-estab. REF AED
A150 Heck,R/DeCroe,A Money Laundering Study Comm.;$95K REF AJU
A151 Heck,R+1 Firearm-domestic viol. restraining order REF ALP
A152 Heck,R+1 Child custody, cert. cases-amend statute REF AFW
A153 Heck,R+2 Coalition Against Sexual Assault;$2M REF ALP
A154 Heck,R/DeCroe,A Playwrights Theatre-DLPS;$90K REF ASG
A155 Heck,R+1 Parent Aides, Teens prog., Bergen Co;$55K REF AFW
A156 Heck,R+1 Reading ability, cert pupils-procedure REF AHH
A157 Heck,R Solid waste collection-req tenant rebate REF AHO
A158 Heck,R+4 Children's Medical Billing, S made in GA REF AFW
A159 Heck,R+5 Regional Child Abuse Treatment Ctrs.;$2M REF AFW
A160 Heck,R/O'Toole,K Unemp. insur. taxes-reduces REF ALA
A161 Heck,R/Weinberg,L Coll. sexual assaults-prepare report REF AJU
A162 Heck,R Parent Aides, Teens prog., Bergen Co;$55K REF AFW
A163 Heck,R+1 Child assessment/treatment prog.-estab REF AHH
A164 Heck,R Reading ability, cert pupils-procedure REF AED
A165 Heck,R/Weinberg,L Domestic viol. shelter-confidentiality REF AFW
A166 Heck,R+1 Solid waste collection-req tenant rebate REF AHO
A167 Heck,R/DeGaetano,P+19 Domestic viol. prog.-$2.2M REF AFW
A168 Heck,R/Holzapfel,J Prison phone rev.-desig. to VCCB claims REF AAP
A169 Heck,R+2 Coalition Against Sexual Assault;$2M REF ALP
A170 Heck,R/DeGaetano,P Internet crime against children;$250K REF AFW
A171 Heck,R Computer, High Tech. crimes-concerns REF ATU
A172 Heck,R+1 Work and Family Comm.-creates;$1M REF ALA
A173 Heck,R/DeGaetano,P Meadowlands-trans. proj. improve access REF ATR
A174 Heck,R+1 HealthEASE prog.-estab. REF AHH
A175 Vandervalk,C+1 Rape shield law, civil-creates REF AJU
A176 Vandervalk,C+4 Emerg. Mgt. Off. vol.-special lic. plate REF AHS
A177 Vandervalk,C/Geist,G+3 Child care svc.-income tax deduct. REF AAP
A178 Vandervalk,C/Geist,G+4 Day care ctr. support-corp. tax cred. REF AAP
A179 Vandervalk,C Watercraft, personal-limit in wetlands REF AFW
A180 Vandervalk,C Tuition Aid Grant prog.-expands REF AED
A181 Vandervalk,C/Quigley,J+6 Work First NJ prog.-repeals cert. limit REF AFW
A182 Vandervalk,C Cert. of need applications-hearings REF AHH
A183 Vandervalk,C+13 Electric Discount/Energy Act-revise REF ATU
A184 Vandervalk,C+1 Physicians speeding to emerg-penal exemp REF ALP
A185 Vandervalk,C Epinephrine-concerns trans. and storage REF AHH
A186 Vandervalk,C Stroke ctrs.-concerns design;$14M REF AHH
A187 Vandervalk,C Prof. bds, councils, committees-concerns REF ARP
A188 Vandervalk,C+3 Pub. ed.-revise St. funding formula REF AHH
A189 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A190 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A191 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A192 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A193 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A194 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A195 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A196 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A197 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A198 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A199 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A200 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A201 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A202 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A203 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A204 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A205 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A206 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A207 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A208 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A209 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
A210 Vandervalk,C/Asselta,N+1 Medicaid prescription drug benf.-concern REF AHH
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A201 Guear,G/Sires,A  Bronze Star lic. plates-auth.  REF ATR
A202 Guear,G/Greenstein,L+1  Excellence in Nursing Scholarship Prog.  REF AED
A203 Guear,G+1  Handgun permits-concerns issuance  REF ALP
A204 Guear,G/Wisniewski,J+1  Civil Air Patrol Cadet Prog.  REF AMV
A205 Guear,G  Prevailing wage law-prof.  REF ALA
A206 Friscia,A+16  Lead screening-HMOs report, req.  REF AHH
A207 Friscia,A/Stanley,C+15  Epilepsy prescription-health benf. cover  REF AHH
A208 Friscia,A/Stanley,C+17  Pediatric Epilepsy Resource Prog.  REF AHH
A209 Friscia,A  Medicaid-community spouse allowance  REF AHH
A210 Friscia,A/Wisniewski,J+16  Domestic viol.-aggravated assault  REF AJU
A211 Friscia,A/Cohen,N+1  Job Destruction Penalty Act  REF ALA
A212 Friscia,A/Guear,G  The New Jersey Living Wage Act  REF ALA
A213 Friscia,A/Wisniewski,J  Layoff, permanent-training grants;  REF ALA
A214 Friscia,A+10  DCED, EDA constr. contracts, cert.-wages  REF ALA
A215 Friscia,A+12  Minimum wage-incr.  REF ALA
A216 Friscia,A+14  Unemp. benf.-concerns disqual.  REF ALA
A217 Friscia,A  Bd. of ed. subcontracting-concerns  REF AED
A218 Friscia,A/Steele,A+1  Childhood immunizations-estab. req.  REF AFW
A219 Friscia,A/Wisniewski,J  Perth Amboy limited access rd.$2.4M  REF ATR
A220 Friscia,A/Smith,T+3  Weapon, domestic viol case-police store  REF ALP
A221 Friscia,A  Scalp hair prostheses-health insur cover  REF AHH
A222 Friscia,A+11  Family disab. leave-prov.  REF AHH
A223 Friscia,A  Sr. Tenant Prot. Act  REF ASI
A224 Friscia,A+8  Family leave insur.-prov.  REF ALA
A225 Friscia,A/Wisniewski,J  Carteret Boro Mun Ct bldg repair;$2.4M  REF AHH
A226 Friscia,A/Thompson,S  NJ DJJ=NJ Native American $200,000  REF AHH
A227 Friscia,A/Weinberg,L+1  Medicaid reimb. rates-incr. fee for svc.  REF AHH
A228 Friscia,A+14  Adoption or birth leave-unemp. benefit  REF ALA
A229 Friscia,A/Geist,G+13  Reemp. svcs/training prog.-concerns  REF ALA
A230 Friscia,A+10  DCED, EDA constr. contracts, cert.-wages  REF ALA
A231 Friscia,A  Resid. rent levels-DCA study  REF AHO
A232 Friscia,A/Guear,G  Child leave in veh.unattended-penalty  REF AHH
A233 Friscia,A+7  Natl Guard-estab interest free loan prog  REF AMV
A234 Friscia,A+3  Adoption expenses-income tax deduct.  REF AFW
A235 Friscia,A+2  General recodification & clarifications  REF AED
A236 Barnes,P+2  Alco. Ed, Rehab. & Enforce. Fd.-incr. fd  REF ALP
A237 Barnes,P+1  Alco. on pub. prop, under 21-suspend lic  REF ALP
A238 Barnes,P+1  Campaign contrib.-limits $1,800 per yr.  REF ASG
A239 Barnes,P/Carroll,M+2  Bail runners-req lic. as priv. detective  REF ARP
A240 Barnes,P/Greenwald,L+2  NJ Detective Agency-removes charter  REF ALP
A241 Barnes,P+2  Substance abuse prog.-inmate work cred.  REF ALP
A242 Barnes,P+1  Adoption of state constitution  REF AED
A243 Barnes,P+2  PFRS-addl. retir. benf. for cert. memb.  REF ASG
A244 Barnes,P+2  Pledge for Life & Health prog.-estab.  REF AED
A245 Barnes,P+16  Literacy prog.-estab. special lic. plate  REF ATR
A246 Barnes,P+1  Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc.  REF ABI
A247 Barnes,P+3  Firearms on sch. prop.-concerns  REF AHH
A248 Barnes,P+1  Sch. transp.-concern pupils on haz. rts.  REF AED
A249 Barnes,P+1  Toll-free phone svc, Exec. Branch-estab.  REF ASG
A250 Barnes,P+2  Drunk driving-incr. surcharges  REF AED
A251 Barnes,P+1  Mun. streets-concerns  REF ATR
A252 Barnes,P  Sr. cit.-pub. util. 30-day pymt. plans  REF ATU
A253 Barnes,P  Emerg. svcs vol, paid leave-emp tax cred  REF ATR
A254 Barnes,P+1  Breath testing devices-concerns use  REF AHH
A255 Barnes,P+1  Dementia training for senior center  REF ALP
A256 Barnes,P+6  SCI-make series of amendments  REF ALP
A257 Barnes,P+22  Hiring preference, law enforcement-estab.  REF ASP
A258 Barnes,P  Pub emp leave of absence-purch svc cred.  REF ASP
A259 Pennacchio,J/DeCroce,A  Downhill skiing-makes cert. req.  REF ALP
A260 Pennacchio,J/Merkt,R  Handicapped children-retrofit co. parks  REF AAN
A261 Pennacchio,J+4  After-school prog.-estab. grant prog.;$1.5M  REF AED
A262 Pennacchio,J  Screen for Life, Morris Co.;$75K  REF AHH
A263 Pennacchio,J  Rutgers-Camden Coll-Nursing Dept.$1.05M  REF AHH
A264 Pennacchio,J  Work First NJ-incr. cash asst. benf.  REF AFW
A265 Pennacchio,J  Homeowner, Permanency Demo. Prog.  REF AHO
A266 Pennacchio,J  Health care svcs.-prov. reimb.  REF AHO
A267 Pennacchio,J  Med. day care svcs-FamilyCare Prog cover  REF AFW
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A273  Pennacchio,J/DeCroce,A  Polling place hrs, cert elections-reduce  REF ASG
A274  Gusciora,R/Amone,M+1  Prop. tax appeals-extend filing deadline  REF AHO
A275  Gusciora,R/Weinberg,L  Lobbyists-proh. granting benf. to leg.  REF ASG
A276  Gusciora,R Child abuse, stalking-proh firearm purch  REF AHS
A277  Gusciora,R+1  St. emp disciplinary matters-arbitration  REF ASG
A278  Gusciora,R  Pesticide Use Reduction Recognition Act  REF AEN
A279  Gusciora,R/Bateman,C  Death, cert. mv off-AG devel. guidelines  REF AJU
A280  Gusciora,R+1  Police force-cardiac defibrillators req.  REF AHS
A281  Gusciora,R+1  Police, new-First Responder-D training  REF AHS
A282  Gusciora,R/Vandervalk,C+6  EMT-cert. as EMT-Ds  REF AHS
A283  Gusciora,R+1  EMT-prog. in advanced airway care  REF AHS
A284  Gusciora,R+1  Telephone solicitor-caller id blocking  REF ACO
A285  Gusciora,R+1  Fair Share Sch. Dist. Expense Act  REF AED
A286  Gusciora,R  NFLPA cards proh. to use cert. cards in N.J.  REF AEN
A287  Gusciora,R  Telephone solicitor-caller id blocking  REF ACO
A288  Gusciora,R  Telecommunications-priv. property  REF AEN
A289  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B  Death, cert. mv off-AG devel. guidelines  REF AJU
A290  Gusciora,R+12  Minor consent to HIV treatment-permits  REF AHH
A291  Gusciora,R+9  Coastal Area Fac. Review Act-revises  REF AEN
A292  Gusciora,R+9  Coastal Area Fac. Review Act-revises  REF AEN
A293  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B  Airport Expansion Cit. Review Bds.-estab  REF ATR
A294  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+12  Smoking in cert. pub. premises-concerns  REF AHH
A295  Gusciora,R+1  Sexual assault victim-emer contraceptive  REF ALP
A296  Gusciora,R  Adoption expenses-income tax cred.  REF AAP
A297  Gusciora,R  Adoption expenses-income tax cred.  REF AAP
A298  Gusciora,R  Adoption expenses-income tax cred.  REF AAP
A299  Gusciora,R+25  Computers for sch. prog.-estab. in DOC  REF ALP
A300  Gusciora,R+21  Hepatitis B vaccination-insur. cover  REF AHH
A301  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B  William Green Farmhouse-700K  REF AED
A302  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B  Domestic viol. shelters-tax deduction  REF AAP
A303  Gusciora,R+16  Psych fac.-elim cert. liens/finan. liab.  REF AFW
A304  Gusciora,R  Electronic voting systems  REF AHO
A305  Gusciora,R+1  Police force-cardiac defibrillators req.  REF AHS
A306  Gusciora,R  Food stamp appl. form-concerns  REF AFW
A307  Gusciora,R  Food stamp appl. form-concerns  REF AFW
A308  Gusciora,R  Food stamp appl. form-concerns  REF AFW
A309  Gusciora,R  Food stamp appl. form-concerns  REF AFW
A310  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+3  Vet, active/retiree-incr retire benf.  REF ASG
A311  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B  Princeton passenger rail-study expansion  REF ATR
A312  Gusciora,R/Cohen,N+13  Contraceptive, prescription-insur. cover  REF AHH
A313  Tucker,D  St. Police-annual performance eval.  REF ALP
A314  Tucker,D  Real prop.-concern cert. rules/standards  REF AHO
A315  Tucker,D  Revaluation Fiscal Shock-task force  REF AAP
A316  Tucker,D/Payne,W+2  CATV franchise fee-makes changes  REF ATU
A317  Tucker,D+2  Mun. meetings-permits pub. participation  REF AHO
A318  O'Toole,K+1  Voters-present photo ID at polling place  REF ASG
A319  O'Toole,K+3  Dormitory-stratified sampling to assess aff.  REF ALP
A320  O'Toole,K  Freeholder elections-held by dist.  REF ASG
A321  O'Toole,K  Freeholder elections-held by dist.  REF ASG
A322  O'Toole,K  Freeholder elections-held by dist.  REF ASG
A323  O'Toole,K  Freeholder elections-held by dist.  REF ASG
A324  O'Toole,K  Freeholder elections-held by dist.  REF ASG
A325  O'Toole,K+3  Inmates, AIDS status-disclose to off.  REF ALP
A326  O'Toole,K  Prescription exp. date-req. on label  REF AHH
A327  O'Toole,K+2  Mun. meetings-permits pub. participation  REF AHO
A328  O'Toole,K  Tobacco manuf.-disclose info. to DHSS  REF AHH
A329  O'Toole,K  UEZ vendor-sell mv at reduced tax rate  REF ACE
A330  O'Toole,K+2  Mun. meetings-permits pub. participation  REF AHO
A331  O'Toole,K  Prescription exp. date-req. on label  REF AHH
A332  O'Toole,K+2  Mun. meetings-permits pub. participation  REF AHO
A333  O'Toole,K/Heck,R+3  Domestic viol. pilot prog.-Essex Co.$275K  REF AHH
A334  O'Toole,K/Heck,R  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A335  O'Toole,K/Heck,R  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A336  O'Toole,K  Domestic viol. pilot prog.-Essex Co.$275K  REF AHH
A337  O'Toole,K  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A338  O'Toole,K  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A339  O'Toole,K  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A340  O'Toole,K  Domestic viol. svc. unit-Essex co.;$1M  REF AFW
A341  Caraballo,W+1  St. assets, custodian-proh. cert. banks  REF ABI
A342  Caraballo,W  Civil rights, depriving-criminalizes  REF ALP
A343  Caraballo,W  Civil rights, depriving-criminalizes  REF ALP
A344  Caraballo,W/Stanley,C  NJT Corp. prop-incr pymts in lieu of tax  REF AHO
A345  Caraballo,W/Frisca,A  Dept. of Pub. Advocate-reestab.  REF ASG
A346  Caraballo,W  Health svc. corp-domestic mutual insurer  REF AHH
A347  Caraballo,W/Wisniewski,J Sex offenders-regis. in foreign country  REF ALP
A348  Caraballo,W/Stanley,C  St-operated sch. dist.-reestab. loc. bd.  REF AED
A349  Caraballo,W/O'Toole,K+2  Commercial incentive zones-mun. estab.  REF ACE
A350  Caraballo,W  No-fault auto. insur. law-repeals  REF ABI
A351  Caraballo,W  Hospice care prog.-income tax contrib.  REF AHH
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A352 Caraballo,W  Farmland Assessment Act—estab. task force  REF AAN
A353 Caraballo,W  Debt, cert.—young person not liable  REF ABI
A354 Caraballo,W  Veterinarians—prov. cert. practices  REF ARP
A355 Caraballo,W/Impreveduto,A  Trucks, fatal crashes—criminal sanctions  REF AJU
A356 Caraballo,W/Impreveduto,A  Trucks, cert.—semi-annual inspections req  REF ATR
A357 Caraballo,W  JRS retiree, cert.—incr. pension  REF AJU
A358 Caraballo,W  Beach access, pub.—proh. fees  REF ATG
A359 Caraballo,W+1  Death penal. in NJ—abolish  REF AJU
A360 Caraballo,W/O'Toole,K  Right turn on red—optional  REF ATR
A361 Caraballo,W  Organ bequest—prov. ABC age id cards  REF AAP
A362 Caraballo,W/Friscia,A  Animal cruelty—enforcement of laws  REF AAN
A363 Caraballo,W  Sports & Entertainment Dist. Financ. Act  REF AAP
A364 Wisniewski,J+2  Online Privacy Prot. Act  REF ATU
A365 Wisniewski,J+4  PFRS, off duty—accidental disab. retir.  REF ASG
A366 Wisniewski,J  Firefighters—mandates basic training  REF AHS
A367 Wisniewski,J+2  Fire prot. sys.—new. proh. standby fees  REF ATU
A368 Wisniewski,J+3  Integrated computer syst.—DEP maintain  REF AEN
A369 Wisniewski,J  Mortgage insur.—mortgagor cancel  REF AFI
A370 Wisniewski,J/Moran,J+4  Merchantise ads—incl. cert. info.  REF ACO
A371 Wisniewski,J/DeCroce,A  NJT—comment on devel. applications  REF ATR
A372 Wisniewski,J  Well baby visits—health insur. cover  REF AHH
A373 Wisniewski,J  Kindergarten, full-day support  REF AED
A374 Wisniewski,J  Drug free zone—pub. assisted housing  REF AHO
A375 Wisniewski,J  Fire Safety Div., training prog.;$360K  REF AHS
A376 Wisniewski,J/Malone,J+3  Tuition-negative check-off fees  REF AED
A377 Wisniewski,J  Fire chiefs, paid—mun. appoint  REF AEL
A378 Wisniewski,J  Tuition—negative check-off fees  REF AED
A379 Wisniewski,J  Nurse Retention Stipend Prog. Act;$1M  REF AHH
A380 Vandervalk,C  Bergen Reg. Med. Ctr.—budget language  REF ABU
A381 Vandervalk,C  Flood prot. prog.—concerns  REF AEN
A382 Kean,T  Intermun. Devel. Review Act—estab.  REF AHO
A383 Kean,T  Mun. transfer of devel. rights—auth.  REF AHO
A384 Kean,T  St. Devel., Redevel. Plan—concerns  REF AHO
A385 Kean,T  Chitable org.—sales tax exemp.  REF AAP
A386 Kean,T  Fire chiefs, paid-mun. appoint  REF ALP
A387 Kean,T  Alco., drug abuse prog.—forfeiture fds.  REF AJU
A388 Kean,T  Emerg. veh.—estab. operating guidelines  REF AEN
A389 Kean,T  Defibrillator grant prog.—estab.  REF AHO
A390 Kean,T  Great Swamp watershed area—concerns  REF AEN
A391 Kean,T  Election equip. upgrade—estab. grant prog  REF AHO
A392 Kean,T+15  Mun. transfer of devel. rights—auth.  REF AHO
A393 Kean,T+8  St. Devel., Redevel. Plan—concerns  REF AHO
A394 Kean,T  September 11th—estab. lic. plate  REF ATR
A395 Kean,T+42  Low emission veh. prog.—implement  REF AEN
A396 Kean,T+59  Alan Augustine Colon Cancer Research Fd.  REF AHH
A397 Kean,T+11  Union Co Coll, Holocaust Study Prog;$73K  REF AED
A398 Kean,T+1  Altern. tech. veh.—estab. bus tax cred  REF AEN
A399 Kean,T+2  Hunters Helping the Hungry prog.;$900K  REF AAN
A400 Kean,T  Sept. 11th—estab. lic. plate  REF ATR
Bills Introduced: (cont'd)

A422  Kean,T+2  PFRS-modifies max. age for cert. svc.  REF ASG
A424  Kean,T  Deer mgmt.-prov. statement  REF AAN
A425  Kean,T  DNA testing, old evidence-permits  REF ASG
A426  Kean,T+5  Hist. site preserv. proj.;$1M  REF AEN
A427  Kean,T  Contrib. by entities doing St. bus-proh  REF ASG
A428  Smith,R  Battleship comm., foundation-abolishes  REF ACE
A429  Smith,R+1  Drug testing, mand.-defendant release  REF AJU
A430  Smith,R  Parental Responsibility Act  REF AJU
A431  Smith,R/Guear,G  Burglary of resid.-2nd degree crime  REF AEN
A432  Smith,R  Domestic viol. shelters-not pub. record  REF AFW
A433  Smith,R+1  Prescription drug coverage-concerns  REF AAP
A434  Smith,R  Contrib. by entities doing St. bus-proh  REF AJU
A435  Smith,R+1  Child passenger restraints-concerns  REF ATR
A436  Smith,R  Drugged driving-concerns  REF AHH
A437  Smith,R+1  Nonpub. sch. transp.-concerns bids  REF AED
A438  Smith,R  Univ. of N.J. hist. site-estab.  REF AJU
A439  Smith,R  Fire engine and equip. museum;$7M  REF AAP
A440  Smith,R  Common interest communities-prop. mgr.  REF AHO
A441  Smith,R  Bear hunting program; not pub.  REF AAN
A442  Smith,R+1  Parental Responsibility Act  REF AJU
A443  Smith,R  Controllable dangerous substances-concerns  REF AHH
A444  Smith,R+1  Nonpub. sch. transp.-concerns bids  REF AED
A445  Smith,R  Mill reservists income tax-excl cert. comp  REF AMV
A446  Smith,R  Higher ed. inst. cert. reports  REF AED
A447  Smith,R+1  Divorce-adds irreconcilable differences  REF AJU
A448  Smith,R  Divorce-adds irreconcilable differences  REF AJU
A449  Smith,R  Controllable dangerous substances-concerns  REF AHH
A450  Smith,R  Local govt. units-estab. collateral req.  REF ABI
A451  Smith,R  Loc. govt. units-estab. collateral req.  REF ABI
A452  Smith,R  Uniform Common Interest Ownership Act  REF AHO
A453  Smith,R  Fire engine and equip. museum;$7M  REF AAP
A454  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A455  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A456  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A457  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A458  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A459  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A460  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A461  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A462  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A463  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A464  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A465  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A466  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A467  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A468  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A469  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A470  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A471  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A472  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A473  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A474  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A475  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
A476  Smith,R  St. prop interests-conveyance procedures  REF AAN
Bills Introduced: (cont'd)

A505 Cohen,N/Green,J  Fatal accident/leave scene-upgrade crime   REF ALP
A506 Cohen,N  Auto insur rating plan, mile-based-prov.   REF ABI
A507 Cohen,N  Safe Haven Infant Prot. Act;$100K   REF AFW
A508 Cohen,N  Insur. policies-proh terrorism exclusion   REF ABI
A509 Cohen,N  Homeowner's insur policy-prov assignment   REF ABI
A510 Cohen,N  Civil Rights Act-estab.   REF AJU
A511 Cohen,N/Friscia,A  Home Improvement Contractors' Regis. Act   REF ARP
A512 Roberts,J  Debit Card Protection Act   REF ABI
A513 Roberts,J+18  Emerg. svc. vol.-waive driv. lic. fee   REF ATR
A514 Roberts,J  St. Police patrol svcs.-mun. req. to pay   REF AHO
A517 Roberts,J+1  Litter/debris removal-DOT reimburse mun.   REF AEN
A518 Roberts,J+1  Smoke detector prog.-estab. in DCA   REF AHO
A519 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Child care-estab. lic. plate   REF ATR
A520 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Water supply, alternative-auth. devel.   REF AEN
A521 Roberts,J+1  Enterprise zone sales tax exemp.-revises   REF ACE
A522 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+1  Sch.-time curfew ordinance-mun. adopt   REF AHO
A523 Roberts,J  Performing art ctrs-remove support limit   REF ASG
A524 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Temporomandibular disorders-health insur   REF AH
A525 Roberts,J+1  Survivors of the Shield lic. plate-estab   REF ATR
A526 Roberts,J/Conners,J  Auto insur., former mil.-concerns   REF ABI
A527 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+6  Emp. separation incentive prog.-estab.   REF AHO
A528 Roberts,J  Voter regis.-higher ed registrar off.   REF ASG
A529 Roberts,J  Firefighter's training prog.;$4M   REF AHO
A530 Roberts,J+1  General Asst. Co. Admin. costs;$5,150M   REF AHH
A531 Roberts,J+19  Early retir. incentive prog.-concerns   REF ASG
A532 Roberts,J+18  Mun. structural deficit aid-concerns   REF ASG
A533 Roberts,J+1  Survivors of the Shield lic. plate-estab   REF ATR
A534 Roberts,J+1  Candidate petition of nomination-concern   REF ASG
A535 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+2  MV fines-DRPA, not a St. agency   REF AJU
A536 Roberts,J  Charity care pymts.-DHSS;$35M   REF AH
A537 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+5  Assault on corrections off-upgrade penal   REF ALP
A538 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+4  St. Police-concerns seniority   REF ASG
A539 Roberts,J/Vandervalk,C  HBPO benf. in retir.-cert. St. emp.   REF ASG
A540 Roberts,J+12  Prop. tax reform-St. constit. convention   REF ASG
A541 Roberts,J  Absentee ballots-concerns   REF ASG
A542 Roberts,J+1  Firefighter's training prog.:$4M   REF AHO
A543 Roberts,J  Charity care pymts.-DHSS;$35M   REF AH
A544 Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N+5  Ergonomics in Ed. Study Comm.-estab.   REF AED
A545 Roberts,J+1  Vet.-revise statutes reg. practice   REF ARP
A546 Roberts,J+1  Compulsive gambling-curricula   REF AED
A547 Roberts,J  Wine tastings-permits cert. Class C lic.   REF ALP
A548 Roberts,J+1  Orthotist, prosthetist-HMO participation   REF AH
A549 Roberts,J  Prescription forms-pharmacist may change   REF AH
A550 Roberts,J  Gambling, juv.-imposes mand. penal.   REF AJU
A551 Roberts,J  Business, cert.-reg. rates   REF AED
A552 Roberts,J  Workers comp.-emp. select med. svcs.   REF ACO
A553 Roberts,J  Delivery of merchandise, failure-remedy   REF ACO
A554 Roberts,J  Leaseholds-reg. after market parts   REF ACO
A555 Roberts,J/Moran,J  MV repairs-reg. after market parts   REF ACO
A556 Roberts,J/DiGaetano,P+5  Workers' comp. treatment prov.-selection   REF ALA
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A574 Watson Coleman,B  Affirmative action prog., cert.-broadens   REF ALP
A575 Watson Coleman,B+2  Stalking victim, cert.-upgrades crime   REF AJU
A576 Watson Coleman,B  Neighborhood Preserv. Fd.-incr. amt.   REF AAP
A577 Watson Coleman,B/Doria,J+21  Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF AAN
A578 Watson Coleman,B  MV stops-St. police file annual report   REF ALP
A579 Watson Coleman,B  Prop. owned by co.-concern cert. leases   REF AHO
A580 Watson Coleman,B  Urban enterprise zones-amusement tax   REF ACE
A581 Watson Coleman,B+4  Virtual Med. Monitoring Svc. Pilot Prog.   REF AHH
A582 Watson Coleman,B+16  Trenton Area Soup Kitchen;$50K   REF AHH
A583 Watson Coleman,B+21  Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF AAN
A584 Watson Coleman,B+7  Voter receipts-prov. for issuance   REF ASG
A585 Watson Coleman,B+8  Electronic Voting Machine Act   REF ASG
A586 Watson Coleman,B/Guear,G+2  Prescription Drug Cost Reduction Comm.   REF AHH
A587 Watson Coleman,B/Guear,G+2  Loc. Open Space Acquisition-prov contrib   REF AAN
A588 Watson Coleman,B+12  2-1-1 Partnership;$250K   REF AHH
A589 Watson Coleman,B+21  St. Police Superintendent-concerns   REF ALP
A590 Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R+1  FY2002 approp act-clarify leg. intent   REF ARO
A591 Watson Coleman,B+2  Capital City-prov. addl. St. aid   REF AAP
A592 Watson Coleman,B+21  Open space monies-expenditure levels   REF AAN
A593 Barnes,P  Firearms replaced by police-destruction   REF ALP
A594 Gusciora,R+2  Development impact fees-auth mun assessment   REF AHO
A595 Arnone,M/Caraballo,W+6  Group homes, tax-exempt-St. aid to mun.   REF AHO
A596 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Equestrians-req. motorist reduce speed   REF ATR
A597 Arnone,M  Sch. buses-motor fuels tax refunds   REF AED
A598 Arnone,M  Sex Offender Relapse Prev. hotline-estab   REF AJU
A599 Arnone,M+1  Juv. sex offender-estab. treatment ctr.   REF ALP
A600 Arnone,M/Gusciora,R+6  Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act   REF AEN
A601 Arnone,M/Farragher,C+2  Semen bank-lic. req. to operate   REF AHH
A602 Arnone,M  Advertising rates, off.-incr.   REF AHO
A603 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Mun., special charter-revise req.   REF AHO
A604 Arnone,M/Doria,J  Dual real prop. tax rate sys.-estab.   REF AHO
A605 Arnone,M  Local Bond Law-revises   REF AHO
A606 Arnone,M/Cohen,N+2  Long-term care insur.-corp. tax cred.   REF AAP
A607 Arnone,M+1  Computers, used-recycling and reuse   REF AEN
A608 Arnone,M  Loc. Bond Auth.-creates   REF AHO
A609 Arnone,M  Ordinance publication req.-clarifies   REF AHO
A610 Arnone,M/Watson Coleman,B  Personal needs allowance-incr.   REF AHH
A611 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Voc high sch prog-sending dist pay cost   REF AED
A612 Arnone,M  Prop. tax relief-encourage consolidation   REF AHO
A613 Arnone,M/Roberts,J  Fed. and priv. grants-creates office   REF AHH
A614 Arnone,M  Walk to Work pilot prog.-estab;$750K   REF ATR
A615 Arnone,M  Property taxation-concerns   REF AHO
A616 Arnone,M  Devel. rights prog.-mun. transfer   REF AAP
A617 Arnone,M  Pub. work equip.-concerns purchase; $1M   REF AHO
A618 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Vol. fire co-free admission, cert co fac   REF AHO
A619 Arnone,M  Realty transfer fee-revise disposition   REF AHO
A620 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Resolution-auth. cert. Mayors veto   REF AHO
A621 Arnone,M/Farragher,C  Pub. util.-concerns overpymts.   REF ATU
A622 Arnone,M  Mun. and co. budgets-concerns   REF AHS
A623 Arnone,M  Crematorium constr-concerns mun approval   REF AHO
A624 Arnone,M  Gambler-request placement self-excl list   REF ATG
A625 Arnone,M  Vet., cert. disap.-prop. tax exemp.   REF AMV
A626 Arnone,M/Roberts,J  Quality of life index-estab. rating sys.   REF AHO
A627 Pou,N/Steele,A  St. trooper identification-concerns   REF ALP
A630 Pou,N  Sr. Ct. and Person w/a Disab. Prot. Act   REF ASI
A631 Pou,N/Weinberg,L  Domestic viol. conviction-no expungement   REF ALP
A632 Pou,N  Maternity law, 48 hr.-notify insured   REF AHH
A633 Pou,N/Steele,A  Tricycles-helmet req.   REF ALP
A634 Pou,N  Intergovernmental Transfer Fd.-estab.   REF AHH
A635 Cryan,J  Juv. sex offenses-req. disclosure   REF AJU
A636 Cryan,J  Inmate furlough-drug/alco. test req.   REF AHH
A637 Cryan,J  Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover   REF AHH
A638 Bodine,F  Real estate closing-atty. not req.   REF AJU
A639 Bodine,F  Married couple-income tax filing option   REF AAP
A640 Bodine,F/Blee,F  Prescription drug discount-age req.   REF ASI
A641 Bodine,F  PERS, TPAF-expiration, notify memb.   REF ASG
A642 Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L+1  Sch. dist. cert.-suppl stabilization aid   REF AED
A643 Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L  Regionalization, tax incr.-suppl St. aid   REF AED
A644 Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L  Unsafe intermodal equip.-proh. tendering   REF ATR
A645  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Strawbridge Lake, restoration; $1M  REF AEN
A646  Bodine, F  Host mun. benf.-prov. sewerage auth.  REF AHO
A647  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Stabilization aid, suppl.-Pinelands dist.  REF AED
A648  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L, G  Yugoslavia-extend cert. vet. benf.  REF AMV
A649  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Inheritance tax transfers-revises  REF AAP
A650  Bodine, F  Alco. bev. lic.-issue to golf courses  REF ALP
A651  Bodine, F  Architects-proscribes liab.  REF AJU
A652  Bodine, F  Mortgages-concerns expungement  REF ABI
A653  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Weights, measures reg.-fees and penal.  REF AHO
A654  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L, G  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A655  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Anesthesiologist Asst. Lic. Act  REF ARP
A656  Bodine, F/G  Vet. students, lic. exam-concerns  REF ARP
A657  Bodine, F/Chatzidakis, L  Emerg. veh., Burl. Co. Red Cross; $50K  REF AHS
A658  Chatzidakis, L  Nonincarceration-elim. presumption  REF AJU
A659  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Driving records-DMV expunge cert. info.  REF ATR
A660  Chatzidakis, L  Prop. tax appeal, corp.-no atty. req.  REF AJU
A661  Chatzidakis, L  Cafeteria plan benf.-income tax excl.  REF AAP
A662  Chatzidakis, L  Sewerage util. auth.-connection charges  REF AHO
A663  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Sanitary Landfill Fac. Contingency Fd.  REF AEN
A664  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Car phone-proh. use while driv.  REF ATR
A665  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Loan guarantee fee, cert.-conc.  REF ACO
A666  Chatzidakis, L  Electric power-concerns  REF ATU
A667  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Epinephrine-emerg. med. tech. adminster  REF AHH
A668  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Home-schooled students-scholarships  REF AED
A669  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Airport runways-proh. extension  REF ATR
A670  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Airports, cert.-desig. reliever airport  REF ATR
A671  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Predatory lending practices-concerns  REF ABI
A672  Chatzidakis, L  Water Supply Fd.-cancels cert. appropr.  REF AEN
A673  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Solid waste fac. bonds, co.-EDA refinance  REF AEN
A674  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Cred. cards, unsolicited-prob. delivery  REF ACO
A675  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Land use conflict-estab mediation office  REF AEN
A676  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Elec. power-concerns  REF ATU
A677  Chatzidakis, L/ Bodine, F  Pinelands Inst.-estab.; $250K  REF AEN
A678  Weinberg, L/Sarlo, P  Child support-sheriff maintain stats.  REF AFW
A679  Weinberg, L  Child support-health insur. coverage  REF AFW
A680  Weinberg, L  Home infusion therapy-cert. of approval  REF AHH
A681  Weinberg, L  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A682  Weinberg, L/ Ahearn, M  Blood alco. level for DWI-reduce to .08%  REF ALP
A683  Weinberg, L/Sarlo, P  Post-Separation Family Viol. Relief Act  REF AFW
A684  Weinberg, L  Land use conflict-estab. medical office  REF AEN
A685  Weinberg, L  Child support-cert. past cert. age, disab.  REF AFW
A686  Weinberg, L  Higher ed.-divorced parents obligation  REF AJU
A687  Weinberg, L  Child care workers-crim. hist. checks  REF AFW
A688  Weinberg, L  Clean Indoor Air Act  REF AEN
A689  Weinberg, L/Doria, J  Domestic viol-insurers proh from discrim  REF AFW
A690  Weinberg, L/Friscia, A  Equitable Comp.-task force; $95K  REF ALA
A691  Weinberg, L/Watson Coleman, B  Sexual assault victim-advocacy svcs.  REF AJU
A692  Weinberg, L  Elderly family care-income tax deduct.  REF ASI
A693  Weinberg, L  Cystic fibrosis-insurers cover costs  REF ABI
A694  Weinberg, L/Payne, W  HMO, insolvent-open enrollment period  REF AHH
A695  Weinberg, L/Ahearn, M  Drunk driv., repeat-modify blood alco.  REF ALP
A696  Weinberg, L/Payne, W  HMO, insolvent-open enrollment period  REF AHH
A697  Weinberg, L  Cystic fibrosis-insurers cover costs  REF ABI
A698  Weinberg, L/Payne, W  HMO, insolvent-open enrollment period  REF AHH
A699  Weinberg, L  Home infusion therapy-cert. of approval  REF AHH
A700  Weinberg, L/Ahearn, M  Blood alco. level for DWI-reduce to .08%  REF ALP
A701  Weinberg, L/Vandervalk, C  Home care prov-give patient emp info  REF AHH
A702  Weinberg, L/Vandervalk, C  Women's Health Off.-estab. in DHSS  REF AHH
A703  Weinberg, L/Vandervalk, C  Women's Health Off.-estab. in DHSS  REF AHH
A704  Weinberg, L/Ahearn, M  Blood alco. level for DWI-reduce to .08%  REF ALP
A705  Weinberg, L/Quigley, J  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A706  Weinberg, L/Quigley, J  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A707  Weinberg, L/Quigley, J  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A708  Weinberg, L/Quigley, J  Defense Industry Retention Prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A709  Weinberg, L  Home infusion therapy-cert. of approval  REF AHH
A710  Weinberg, L/Cottrell, M  Discrim. in housing-concerns  REF AHO
A711  Weinberg, L/Quigley, J  Pub. health priority funding-concerns  REF AAP
A712  Weinberg, L/Greenstein, L  Aged, disab prog-income estimation error  REF ASI
A713  Weinberg, L  Prizilize co svcs-concerns cert contract  REF AHO
A714  Johnson, G  Narcotic Off. conventions-leave w/pay  REF ASG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A715  Johnson,G  Storage fac.-regulate  REF ARO
A716  Friscia,A  Teacher cert-early childhood endorsement  REF AED
A717  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Carjacking convictions-not expunged  REF AJU
A718  Greenstein,L  Inmate release-crim. background check  REF AJU
A719  Greenstein,L  Candidates-restrict, cert. advocacy org.  REF ASG
A720  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Carjacking convictions-not expunged  REF AJU
A721  Greenstein,L  Inmate release-crim. background check  REF AJU
A722  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  NJSAVER rebate-base on '97 tax year  REF AHO
A723  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Sch. dist., send/receive-concerns  REF AED
A724  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Health insur. consumers' rights;$100K  REF AHH
A725  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  TPAF, PERS-concerns purch. of svc. cred.  REF ASG
A726  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Charter sch.-concerns applications  REF AED
A727  Greenstein,L  Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh.  REF ATU
A728  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Police dept, loc.-DOT reimb. cert. costs  REF ATR
A729  Greenstein,L+4  St. sch. aid-estab. level  REF AED
A730  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Lakehurst/Matawan-passenger rail svc.  REF ATR
A731  Greenstein,L/Guear,G+1  Children's Privacy Prot. Act  REF AFW
A732  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Drug offense near sch.-no waiver of term  REF AJU
A733  Greenstein,L/Guear,G  Auto Insur Ratepayer Advocate Off-create  REF ABI
A734  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  TPAF post-retir. death benf.-calculation  REF ASG
A735  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Mobile home park closing-relocate resid.  REF AHO
A736  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  Mobile homes-sr. cit. prop. tax deduct.  REF ASI
A737  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  New Jersey Family Care Plan  REF AHH
A738  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  Police video camera/audio equip;$13.65M  REF ALP
A739  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Police off., crim.-or. & law enforc.  REF AHS
A740  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Liquefied petroleum gas invoice-concerns  REF ACO
A741  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+5  Hearing aids-health insurer cover  REF AHH
A742  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  Dental plan org.-contracting agreements  REF AHH
A743  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Septic systems, resid.-elim. maintenance tax  REF AEN
A744  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Natl. Guard-cont. pension, health benf.  REF AMV
A745  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  Alzheimer's patient-security monitor sys  REF ASI
A746  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+6  PERS vets.-revise retir. provisions  REF ASG
A747  Cottrell,M/Vandervalk,C  Independent Living Ctrs-alloc cert fines  REF ASI
A748  Cottrell,M  Work First NJ recipient-complete cert ed  REF AFW
A749  Cottrell,M+2  Child care ctrs-constr & renovation; $10M  REF AFW
A750  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  New Jersey Family Care Plan  REF AHH
A751  Cottrell,M/Vandervalk,C  Work First NJ Prog.-concerns elig.  REF AFW
A752  Cottrell,M  St. emp., cert. essential-overtime comp.  REF ALA
A753  Cottrell,M  Parents, civilly liab.-acts of child  REF AJU
A754  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+2  Quarries-concerns location/operation  REF ALA
A755  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Police video camera/audio equip;$13.65M  REF ALP
A756  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+3  Liquefied petroleum gas invoice-concerns  REF ACO
A757  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+5  Hearing aids-health insurer cover  REF AHH
A758  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+1  Dental plan org.-contracting agreements  REF AHH
A759  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Septic systems, resid.-elim. maintenance tax  REF AEN
A760  Cottrell,M/Malone,J+4  Disab. vet. emblem-auth. lic. plate  REF ATR
A761  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Burglary-concerns third degree crime  REF AJU
A762  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Osteoporosis Prev./Ed. grants;$500K  REF AHH
A763  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  TPAF, PERS memb.-concerns retir. benf.  REF ASG
A764  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  Community Partners for Neighbors in Need  REF AHH
A765  Cottrell,M/Malone,J  PERS retire allowance-surviving spouses  REF ASG
A766  Green,J  Crime against child under 16-sentencing  REF AJU
A767  Green,J  Smoking, minors-proh. in St. funded fac.  REF AHH
A768  Green,J/Bateman,C+19  Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal.  REF AJU
A769  Green,J+12  Gang related loitering-enact ordinance  REF AJU
A770  Green,J  Child restraint, fail to use-incr. penal  REF ATR
A771  Green,J+1  Piscataway Twp. Sch. Dist.; $574,736K  REF AED
A772  Green,J/Bondi,P  Rent gouging-prev. in s. of emerg. area  REF AHO
A773  Green,J+1  Bound Brook Sch. Dist.; $317K  REF AHS
A774  Green,J+9  Landlord-rental premises evictions  REF AHO
A775  Green,J+2  Nonprescription enteral formula-concerns  REF AHH
A776  Green,J+8  Bail req.-concerns  REF AJU
A777  Green,J+12  Gang related loitering-enact ordinance  REF ALP
A778  Green,J/Gregg,G+16  Animal-include in term "deadly weapon"  REF AJU
A779  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Gainsharing prog. St. & loc. govt.; $3.5M  REF AAP
A780  Blee,F/D'Amato,P+17  Disabled-estab. co. off.  REF AHH
A781  Blee,F/Malone,J+2  Ed. Incentive Funding Prog. Act;$1M  REF AED
A782  Blee,F/Malone,J+1  Child off, w/internet-aggravating factor  REF AJU
A783  Blee,F/Malone,J+1  Interactive computer svcs.-sign consent  REF AED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A784  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Drug testing vol policy-student athletes  REF AED
A785  Blee,F/D’Amato,P+8  Juvenile svc online database;$60K  REF ALP
A786  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Higher Ed. Accountability Act  REF AED
A787  Blee,F/Azzolina,J+1  Mil. monuments-estab. loan prog.  REF AMV
A788  Blee,F/Greenwald,L  Holocauast Ed. Comm-monitor internet info  REF AED
A789  Blee,F/Malone,J  Computer-related crime-revise law;$1.2M  REF ATU
A790  Blee,F/Qugley,J  Statewide Immunization Registry Act  REF AFW
A791  Blee,F/D’Amato,P+1  Higher Ed. Internship Prog.-estab.;$5M  REF AED
A792  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Domestic terrorism preparedness-$1M  REF AHS
A793  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Pinelands Area-timed growth ordinance  REF AEN
A794  Blee,F/DeCroce,A  Collaborating Ctr. for Nursing;$1.2M  REF AHH
A795  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Fetal allo syndrome treatment/ed cls;$1M  REF AHH
A796  Blee,F/D’Amato,P  Scholarship foundations-estab.  REF AED
A798  Conaway,H+1  PAAD-concerns income elig.  REF ASI
A799  Conaway,H/Conners,J+8  Weapon possession, CDS offense-penal.  REF AJU
A800  Conaway,H/Blee,F+2  Androstenedione-prob. sale to minors  REF AHH
A801  Conaway,H+4  Black Infant Mortality Ed Research;$150K  REF AHH
A802  Conaway,H+9  Breast cancer ed./screening;$750K  REF AHH
A803  Conaway,H/Conners,J+3  Hwy. Corridor Redevel. Zone Comm.-create  REF ACE
A804  Conaway,H/Watson Coleman,B+3  Work First NJ prog.-req. transp. svcvs.  REF AFW
A805  Conaway,H+4  Hist. preserv. proj-grant-prioritization  REF AEN
A806  Conaway,H/Conners,J+4  Vol. firefighters-waive regis. fees  REF ATR
A807  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Willingboro Lakes Nature Preserve;$750K  REF AAN
A808  Conaway,H/Greenwald,L+20  NJ SAVER-enhances tax relief  REF AAP
A809  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Auto. insur.-cred. for time insured  REF ABI
A810  Conaway,H+1  Patient health care info-confidentiality  REF AHH
A811  Conaway,H/Conners,J  First-time home buyers-income tax cred.  REF ASG
A812  Conaway,H/Conners,J+3  Police, firefighters-mortgage asst. prog  REF AHO
A813  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Firearm used in crime, self-estab. penal  REF AJU
A814  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Handgun used in crimes, cert.-20 yr term  REF AJU
A815  Conaway,H/Conners,J+5  Insur. co.-annual audit, finan. reports  REF ABI
A816  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Drug-related crime, cert.-civil action  REF AHO
A817  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Hwy corridor redevl zone-tax exclusions  REF ACE
A818  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Domestic viol., child present-incr penal  REF AJU
A819  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Child support-health insur. coverage  REF AFW
A820  Conaway,H  Emp. physical fitness benf-bus tax cred.  REF AAP
A821  Conaway,H+2  Sch. crisis response plan-subcomm.;$3M  REF AED
A822  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Vol. firefighter-prov. time off for fire  REF AHS
A823  Conaway,H+1  TPAP-incr. cost of living adjustment  REF ASG
A824  Conaway,H/Previte,M+4  Farmland preserv.-proh cert applications  REF AAN
A825  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Deputy superintendent of elections-estab  REF ASG
A826  Conaway,H/Heck,R  Temp. disabl. benf.-incl. pregnancy  REF ALA
A827  Conaway,H+2  Divorced spouses, cert-prov St-paid benf  REF ASG
A828  Conaway,H/Conners,J+4  Nursing Student Incentive Loan Act;$5M  REF AHH
A829  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Burlington City Cyberdistrict;$150K  REF AHH
A830  Conaway,H/Conners,J+1  Public Health Emerg. Study Comm.-estab.  REF AHH
A831  Conaway,H/Doria,J+2  Children w/special needs-parental leave  REF ALA
A832  Conaway,H  Drunk driv, repeat offender-modify level  REF ALP
A833  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Children’s car seats-exempt sales tax  REF AAP
A834  Conaway,H/Weinberg,L+11  Health fac.-$50 personal needs allowance  REF AHH
A835  Conaway,H/Previte,M+4  Farmland preserv.-proh cert applications  REF AAN
A836  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Deputy superintendent of elections-estab  REF ASG
A837  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Natl Guard, cert.-comp-excl. income tax  REF AMV
A838  Conaway,H/Conners,J+1  Vet., low income-extend prop. tax benf.  REF AMV
A839  Conaway,H/Conners,J  First-time home buyers-income tax cred.  REF ASG
A840  Conaway,H/Conners,J+1  Prescription drugs-refundable tax cred.  REF AHH
A841  Conaway,H/Conners,J+3  Police, firefighters-mortgage asst. prog  REF AHO
A842  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Firearm used in crime, self-estab. penal  REF AJU
A843  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Handgun used in crimes, cert.-20 yr term  REF AJU
A844  Conaway,H/Conners,J+1  Public Health Emerg. Study Comm.-estab.  REF AHH
A845  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Charter sch. students transp.-concerns  REF AED
A846  Conaway,H/Conners,J  Korean conflict vet.-estab. lic. plates  REF ATR
A847  Conaway,H/Moran,J+16  Vet-amends definition  REF AMV
A848  Conaway,H/Conaway,H  Roosevelt Pond Recreation Proj.;$500K  REF AAP
A849  Conaway,H/Conaway,H  PAAD elig.-excludes cert. premiums  REF ASI
A850  Conaway,H/Previte,M+1  Sch. prop tax freeze prog. sr. cit-estab  REF ASI
A851  Conaway,H/Conaway,H  Anti-Hunger Initiative-estab.;$500K  REF AFW
A852  Conaway,H/Conaway,H  Comprehensive Ethics Reform Act  REF ARO
A853  Conaway,H/Conaway,H  TPAP svc. cred.-concerns purch.  REF ASG
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A855 Asselta,N/Gregg,G  Travel and Tourism Comm.-estab.;$20M  REF ATG
A856 Asselta,N/Blee,F  Tourism Matching Grant Act;$315K  REF ATG
A857 Asselta,N/Cordemus,S  Inmate name change-proh. fee waiver  REF ALP
A858 Asselta,N  Dredging, riparian leases-annual approp.  REF AEN
A859 Asselta,N  Beaches, boardwalks-immunity from claims  REF ATG
A860 Asselta,N  Sports fac. auth., mun.-permits creation  REF AEN
A861 Asselta,N  EMT-transfer to PFRS  REF ASG
A862 Asselta,N+1 Parole elig.-cert. crime ineligible for cred  REF ALP
A863 Asselta,N/DeCroce,A Cape May Seashore Lines-rehab;$3.6M  REF ATR
A864 Asselta,N+1 PERS vet. memb-special retir. benef.  REF ASG
A865 Asselta,N+2 Realty transfer fee-portion to beach mun  REF ATG
A866 Asselta,N/Cordemus,S Optometrists-modify lic. req.  REF ARP
A867 Asselta,N+4 Students sent to Abbott dist-addl St aid  REF AED
A868 Asselta,N Historic prop, crim. destruction-upgrade  REF AJU
A869 Asselta,N/DiGaetano,P Murderer-AG prev halfway house placement  REF ALP
A870 Asselta,N+1 Antique cannons-expands definition  REF ALP
A871 Asselta,N+2 Inmate, out-of-st. fac.-notify victim  REF ALP
A872 Asselta,N/Greenwald,L+1 Tobacco settlement-cert. health svc's.  REF AHH
A873 Asselta,N Sex offender, pub. housing-proh near sch  REF AHO
A874 Asselta,N+1 PAAD prog., rebates-modify budget  REF ABO
A875 Asselta,N/Malone,J Respite Care, Elderly Prog.-expand;$2M  REF ASI
A876 Asselta,N/Cordemus,S Home improve. materials-sales tax exemp.  REF AAP
A877 Asselta,N+5 Subcontracting, sch., higher ed-concerns  REF AED
A878 Asselta,N Carnival-Amusement Ride Safety Bd-memb.  REF AEA
A879 Asselta,N Elementary sch. demo. prog.-grant prog.  REF AED
A880 Asselta,N+5 Foreign Trade Zone Incentive Act;$250K  REF ACE
A881 Asselta,N+3 Regional sch. dist.-concerns St. support  REF AED
A882 Asselta,N Delaware Riv, Bay Auth.-auth. cert. proj  REF AEA
A883 Asselta,N+1 Downtown bus. improvement loan fund;$5M  REF ACE
A884 Asselta,N Wildwood City;$2M  REF ATG
A885 Asselta,N Defibrillators for St. Police;$1.7M  REF ALP
A886 Asselta,N/Doria,J Preferred Provider Prot. Act  REF ABI
A887 Asselta,N+30 Vet. benf.-broadens elig.  REF AMV
A888 Asselta,N+1 Intercoastal Waterway/Back Bay Dredging  REF AEN
A889 Asselta,N Sports, Entertainment Dist Finan Act  REF ACE
A890 Asselta,N Sr. cit.-extend reduced bus fare prog.  REF ATR
A891 Asselta,N Bear, elephant exhibition-civil penal.  REF AAN
A892 D'Amato,P/Blee,F Sch. bd.-proh issuing cred cards to memb  REF AED
A893 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+1 Co. firemen's assoc.-incr. contrib.  REF AHO
A894 D'Amato,P/Blee,F Salvage designation-extend  REF ATR
A895 D'Amato,P/Blee,F Sch. bds., mun. govt.-req. annual mtg.  REF AED
A896 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+4 Coastal rules, cert-makes inoperative  REF AEN
A897 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+4 Elderly family care-income tax deduct.  REF ASI
A898 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+4 Co. taxes-concerns segregation  REF AHO
A899 D'Amato,P/Blee,F Law enforcement offic., retir.-concerns  REF ALP
A900 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+9 High sch. athletic events-defibrillators  REF AHH
A901 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+2 Small Downtown Bus Incentive Prog-estab.  REF ACE
A902 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+1 Street gang law enforcement;$910K  REF ALP
A903 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+1 Groundwater quality, monitor;$250K  REF AEN
A904 Kean,T Co. govt. effectiveness-create comm;$95K  REF AHO
A905 Edwards,W Ed. Opportunity Fd. Prog.;$10M  REF AAP
A906 Edwards,W Home care for sr. cit.-income tax deduct  REF ASI
A907 Edwards,W Discrim. in emp.-broadens civil rights  REF AKU
A908 Edwards,W HMO-proh restriction on health care svc's  REF AHH
A909 Edwards,W Sr. Cit. Housing, Health Screening;$50K  REF ASI
A910 Edwards,W UEAZ-incl. econ. distressed areas  REF ACE
A911 Edwards,W Carjacking w/firearm-mand. min. term  REF AJU
A912 Edwards,W Sickle cell anemia-test infants;$375K  REF AFW
A913 Edwards,W Nishuane Brook flood control;$150K  REF AFW
A914 Edwards,W Health Care Consumer Info. Act;$300K  REF AHH
A915 Edwards,W Recreation/conserv.-devel land grants  REF AAN
A916 Guear,G/Greenstein,L+1 Nonprofit org-proh disclosing cert info  REF AFW
A917 Rooney,J+1 Language, St.-English  REF ASG
A918 Rooney,J+1 Referenda, loc. nonbinding-broaden scope  REF AHO
A919 Rooney,J+1 DMV suspension notices-certified mail  REF ATR
A920 Rooney,J Uniform Interstate Family Support Act  REF AFW
A921 Rooney,J+1 St. toll rds.-free passage, fed. holiday  REF ATR
A922 Rooney,J+1 Haz. substances, unusually-concerns  REF AEN
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A925 Rooney,J/Vandervalk,C Postsecondary ed. tuition cred-concerns REF AED
A927 Rooney,J+2 Surf for nonresid.-impose REF AAP
A928 Rooney,J Pub. util.-notify mun. REF ATU
A929 Rooney,J+11 Steep Slope Prot. Act REF AEN
A930 Rooney,J+1 Govt.-owned prop.-adverse possession REF ATR
A931 Rooney,J Land conveyances-right of first refusal REF AAP
A932 Rooney,J+11 Pub. util.-notify mun. REF AEN
A933 Rooney,J+1 Govt.-owned prop.-adverse possession REF ATR
A934 Rooney,J/Vandervalk,C Retinoblastoma-test newborns REF AHH
A935 Rooney,J Hallway houses-exempt cert. lic. req. REF AHO
A936 Rooney,J Motion Picture/TV Studio Grant Prog. REF ACE
A937 Rooney,J Rail Transit Vital Site Preserv. Fd;$30M REF ATR
A938 DeCroce,A/Thompson,S Parkway Barrier Toll Removal Act REF AAP
A939 DeCroce,A Constr. permits, cert.-limits duration REF AHH
A940 DeCroce,A Constr. permits, cert.-limits duration REF AHH
A941 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A942 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A943 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A944 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A945 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A946 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A947 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A948 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A949 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A950 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A951 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A952 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A953 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A954 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A955 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A956 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A957 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A958 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A959 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A960 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A961 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A962 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A963 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A964 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A965 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A966 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A967 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A968 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A969 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A970 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A971 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A972 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A973 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A974 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A975 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A976 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A977 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A978 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A979 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A980 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A981 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A982 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A983 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A984 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A985 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A986 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A987 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A988 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A989 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A990 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A991 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A992 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A993 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A994 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A995 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A996 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A997 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A998 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A999 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A1000 DeCroce,A/Winnewski,J Transp. Trust Fd. Auth.-concerns fd. use REF ATR
A994  Moran,J/Connors,C+2  Inheritance tax-eliminates  REF AAP
A995  Moran,J/Connors,C  Juv. offense w/num-mand. term  REF AJU
A996  Moran,J/Connors,C+7  Vol. firefighters-55K income tax deduct.  REF ALP
A997  Moran,J/Connors,C  Med. alarm equip.-exemp. sales & use tax  REF AHH
A998  Moran,J/Connors,C+1  Heritage Minerals tract-new St. park  REF AAN
A999  Moran,J/Connors,C+1  PFRS-purch. cred. for temp. svc.  REF ASG
A1000  Moran,J/Connors,C  Sch. Tax Policy Funding Comm.-creates  REF AED
A1001  Moran,J/Connors,C+1  Home Care Expansion Prog.;$3M  REF AHH
A1002  Moran,J/Cohen,N+3  Home Improvement Funding Act  REF ARP
A1003  Moran,J/Impreveduto,A  Nutritionist Lic. Act-REF ARP
A1004  Moran,J/Impreveduto,A  Podiatrists-revises statutes  REF ARP
A1005  Moran,J/Impreveduto,A  Psych., Bd. of Exam.-scope of practice  REF ARP
A1006  Moran,J  Coll. faculty-alternate benf. prog.  REF ASG
A1007  Moran,J/Impreveduto,A  Optometrists-concerns biz. operations  REF ARP
A1008  Moran,J/Connors,C  Unsolicited Telephone Sales Calls Act  REF ATU
A1009  Moran,J/Connors,C  Charitable org., cert.-concerns donation  REF ARO
A1010  Moran,J/Connors,C  DYFS Oversight-estab. task force  REF AFW
A1011  Moran,J/Connors,C+2  Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns  REF AEN
A1012  Moran,J/Connors,C  Nuclear plant guards-possess firearms  REF ALP
A1013  Connors,C/Moran,J+4  Sr. Helping Sr., Demo. Prog.-DHS;$360K  REF ASI
A1014  Connors,C/Moran,J  VetGroup, Inc.-income tax contrib.  REF AMV
A1015  Connors,C/Moran,J  Distinguished svc. medal-auth lic. plate  REF ATR
A1016  Connors,C/Moran,J+1  Power vessels, cert. env. areas-reg.  REF AEN
A1017  Connors,C/Moran,J  Disab vet. prop. tax exemption-St reimbs.  REF AMV
A1018  Connors,C/Moran,J  Mun. emp. health care waiver-auth ext.  REF ASG
A1019  Connors,C/Moran,J+1  Chiropractors/physicians-reimb same rate  REF ABI
A1020  Connors,C/Moran,J  Drunk driv., 3rd offense-lic. suspension  REF ALP
A1021  Connors,C/Moran,J  Animal rescue units-civil liab. immunity  REF AJU
A1022  Connors,C/Moran,J  SPRS accidental death benf.-compensation  REF ASG
A1023  Connors,C/Moran,J  Transp. Trust Fd., proj-concerns revenues  REF ATR
A1024  Connors,C/Moran,J  Mil. svc., cert-free hunting/fishing lic  REF AMV
A1025  Connors,C/Moran,J  Naval combat svc.-auth. lic. plate  REF ATR
A1026  Connors,C/Moran,J+2  Dredging accts., special-estab.  REF AEN
A1027  Connors,C/Moran,J+2  Dredging, navigational waterways-concern  REF AEN
A1028  Connors,C/Moran,J+2  Sr. cit. stabilization aid-incr. to $500  REF AAP
A1030  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Juv. cases-evidence of prior convictions  REF AJU
A1031  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+2  Vet. org.-allocate fds.;$250K  REF AMV
A1032  Malone,J/Myers,C  Sch. bus refurbishment-permits  REF AED
A1033  Malone,J/Wolfe,D+1  Co. voc. sch. staff-cert.  REF AED
A1034  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  John Bull-design. St. steam locomotive  REF AEN
A1035  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+5  Laser lighting, under 18-reg. sale  REF ALP
A1036  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Co. voter regis. lists-concerns use  REF ASG
A1037  Malone,J/Blee,F+4  Ed. foundations-prov. grants to estab.  REF AED
A1038  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Disab Amer. Vet., special lic plate  REF ATR
A1039  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Stolen veh. replacement-sales tax exemp.  REF ABI
A1040  Malone,J  St. Health Benf. Comm-add two emp. memb.  REF ASG
A1042  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Dog shelters-concerns rabies inoculation  REF AAN
A1043  Malone,J/Wolfe,D+8  Ed. tech., training ctrs.;$2.8M  REF AED
A1044  Malone,J/Wolfe,D+1  Geriatric assessment ctr.-$90K  REF ATR
A1045  Malone,J/Wolfe,D  Pub. sch. dist.-long-range fac. plans  REF AED
A1046  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Fire off. and inspectors-concerns  REF AHO
A1047  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Home Improvement Funding Act  REF AFW
A1048  Malone,J/Blee,F+2  Medicare/PAAD-incr. cert. pharmacy fees  REF AAP
A1050  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Distinguished svc. medal-auth lic. plate  REF ATR
A1051  Malone,J/Wolfe,D+1  Co. voc. sch. staff-cert.  REF AED
A1052  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Home Improvement Funding Act  REF AFW
A1053  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+1  PFRS, SPRS-death benf., remarried spouse  REF ASG
A1054  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Driv. safety consortium-estab.-$90K  REF ATR
A1055  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  St. contracts-revise criteria  REF ASG
A1056  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+5  Laser lighting, under 18-reg. sale  REF ALP
A1058  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Stolen veh. replacement-sales tax exemp.  REF ABI
A1059  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Disab Amer. Vet., special lic plate  REF ATR
A1060  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+1  Lands for recreation-concerns appraisals  REF AAN
A1061  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+2  Lands for recreation-concern application  REF AAN
A1062  Malone,J/Blee,F+4  Ed. foundations-prov. grants to estab.  REF AED
A1063  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+2  Lands for recreation-concern application  REF AAN
A1064  Malone,J/Cottrell,M+2  Lands for recreation-concern application  REF AAN
A1065  Malone,J/Blee,F+2  Medicare/PAAD-incr. cert. pharmacy fees  REF AAP
A1066  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Home Improvement Funding Act  REF AFW
A1068  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Stolen veh. replacement-sales tax exemp.  REF ABI
A1069  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Disab Amer. Vet., special lic plate  REF ATR
A1070  Malone,J/Cottrell,M  Lands for recreation-concerns appraisals  REF AAN
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A1063    Biondi,P+7    Urban neighborhoods-revitalization   REF AHO
A1064    Biondi,P+7    St agencies-concerns publication of reg.   REF AHO
A1065    Keen,T/Stender,L    Air pollution sources-conduct study   REF AEN
A1066    Farragher,C/Amore,M+1    Nurses, health aides-annual TB test req.   REF AHH
A1067    Farragher,C/Amore,M    Pol. dist. maps-file w/ sch bd/fire dist   REF AHO
A1068    Farragher,C+2    Adoption registry, mutual consent-estab.   REF AFW
A1069    Farragher,C/Garrett,E    Probation bonds-defendant post   REF AJU
A1070    Farragher,C    Prop. & casually guaranty fds.-pymt. cap   REF ABI
A1071    Farragher,C    Tort Victim Comp. Fd.-estab.   REF AJU
A1072    Farragher,C/Arnone,M    Racetrack-mun. issue addl. liquor lic.   REF ALP
A1073    Farragher,C    Interst. truckers-concern fuel tax pymts   REF ARO
A1074    Farragher,C    High risk health insur. pool-estab.   REF ABI
A1075    Farragher,C    Dental svc., nursing homes-expand;$3M   REF AHH
A1076    Farragher,C    PFRRS retir. allowance-recalculate   REF ASG
A1077    Farragher,C+4    Juv. repeat sex offender-req. sentencing   REF AJU
A1078    Farragher,C+4    Abortion funding-concerns   REF AHH
A1079    Farragher,C+5    Tattooing & Body Piercing Practice Act   REF ARP
A1080    Farragher,C    Lic. prof., vol on hotline-prov immunity   REF ALP
A1081    Farragher,C+4    Post-Viability Prot. Act   REF AHH
A1082    Farragher,C/Arnone,M+1    Individual Health Coverage Prog-concerns   REF ABI
A1083    Farragher,C    Insur. producer-market bail bond insur.   REF ABI
A1085    Farragher,C    Murder of unborn child-creates offense   REF AJU
A1086    Farragher,C+7    Household safety ed. prog.;$750K   REF AED
A1087    Farragher,C/Amore,M+1    Prison Off Pension incr-surviving spouse   REF ASG
A1088    Farragher,C/Amore,M    Shorthand reporters, certified-ed req.   REF ARP
A1089    Farragher,C/Roberts,J    Prop.-Liab Insur Guaranty Assn-operation   REF ABI
A1090    Farragher,C/Munoz,E-3    Child Advocacy Off.-estab.   REF AFW
A1091    Farragher,C    Finan. Info. Privacy Prot. Act   REF ABI
A1092    Farragher,C/Munoz,E    Varicella-immunization of children req.   REF AFW
A1093    Farragher,C    Chemical spray-auth cert persons possess   REF ALP
A1094    Farragher,C/Amore,M    Mun. loss of ratables-prov. St. aid pymt   REF AHO
A1095    Farragher,C/Amore,M    Prop. cert-concerns tax exempt   REF AHO
A1096    Farragher,C    Personal Lines Insur. Modernization Act   REF ABI
A1097    Garrett,E    Swimming in St. parks-w/o lifeguard   REF ALP
A1098    Garrett,E/Gregg,G    Juv. delinquent community svc.-immunity   REF ALP
A1099    Garrett,E    Family Leave Act-amends   REF AAL
A1100    Garrett,E/Carroll,M+2    Sales and use tax-reduce rate   REF ACE
A1101    Garrett,E/Vandervalk,C+1    Health care plan costs-income tax deduct   REF ABI
A1102    Garrett,E/Bateman,C+8    Sexual assault, cert-life imprisonment   REF AJU
A1103    Garrett,E    Local bd appearance-corp. representation   REF AHO
A1104    Garrett,E    Murder conviction, cert.-life w/o parole   REF AJU
A1105    Garrett,E    Health insur. carriers-concerns   REF AHH
A1106    Garrett,E    Auto insur. tort options-clarifies   REF ABI
A1107    Garrett,E    Standards/Assessments Accountability Act   REF AED
A1108    Garrett,E/Gregg,G    Rural electrical co-op-exemp. sales tax   REF ATU
A1109    Garrett,E/Gregg,G    Black bear pop.-bans intentional feeding   REF AAN
A1110    Garrett,E    Sch. dist. surveys, cert.-concerns   REF AED
A1111    Garrett,E    Sewage disposal sys, subsoil-concerns   REF AEN
A1112    Garrett,E    Psych.-treat minors in priv. sector   REF AHH
A1113    Garrett,E/Carroll,M+1    Pub. off.-concerns   REF AJU
A1114    Garrett,E/Carroll,M+1    Co. coll.-concerns approp.   REF AHO
A1115    Ahearn,M+1    Noise barrier-Rt. 208, Fair Lawn;$1.5M   REF ATR
A1116    Quigley,J+7    Guardianship prog. in DHS-estab.   REF AFW
A1117    Quigley,J+7    SHBP mental health benf.-lifetime limit   REF ASG
A1118    Quigley,J    Impeveduto,A+1    Health care plan costs-income tax deduct   REF ABI
A1119    Quigley,J    Enterprise zone-UEZA prov. 1 addl.   REF ACE
A1120    Quigley,J    Work First NJ prog.-prescription drugs   REF AFW
A1121    Quigley,J    Living Wage Act   REF ALA
A1122    Quigley,J+1    Urban enterprise zone-expand zone   REF ACE
A1123    Quigley,J/Doria,J+1    Health Care Improvement Trust Fd.-estab.   REF AHH
A1124    Quigley,J    Drivers' lic. suspension, cert.-notification req.   REF ALP
A1125    Quigley,J    HMOs-estab stringent finan/reporting req   REF ALP
A1126    Quigley,J    Health care plan costs-income tax deduct   REF ABI
A1127    Quigley,J    Enterprise zone-UEZA prov. 1 addl.   REF ACE
A1128    Quigley,J    Mentally ill inmate abuse-prevention   REF AHO
A1129    Quigley,J    Health care plan costs-income tax deduct   REF ABI
A1130    Quigley,J    DNA test results-estab. parentage   REF AFW
A1131    Quigley,J    Holzapfel,J+7    Law enforcement badges, honorary-reg.   REF ALP
A1132    Quigley,J/Weinberg,L    Health prov.-release cert. info to pub   REF AHH
A1133    Quigley,J    Animal countywide control plans,$1.050M   REF AAN
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A1134 Quigley,J  Charitable org.-purchase health benf.  REF ABI
A1135 Quigley,J/Blee,F  Rental auto coverage-insur. coverage  REF ABI
A1136 Quigley,J+5  DNA testing, convicted criminals;$300K  REF ALP
A1137 Wolfe,D/Friscia,A  Pre-sch teachers, cert.-must be certified  REF AED
A1138 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J  Sexual Offender Victim Counseling Fd.  REF AJU
A1139 Wolfe,D  Ed. Tech. Grant Prog.-estab. in DOE  REF AED
A1140 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J+1  Tech. training prog.-teacher cert.  REF AED
A1141 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J  Garden St Scholarship Prog.-lottery fds.  REF AED
A1142 Wolfe,D/Malone,J+1  Teaching staff, cert.-NJ certification  REF AED
A1143 Wolfe,D  Flood-prone areas-acquire for recreation  REF AAN
A1144 Wolfe,D/Malone,J+2  Env. Ed. Comm.;$200K  REF AEN
A1145 Wolfe,D/Malone,J+1  Childhood ed., early-concerns  REF AED
A1146 Wolfe,D/Malone,J  Student's disciplinary records-transfer  REF AED
A1147 Wolfe,D/Blee,F  Pupils, teachers-wear protective devices  REF AED
A1148 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J  Rail yards, cert. locations-proh. work  REF AED
A1149 Wolfe,D/Malone,J  Coll. bd. of trustees-req. layoff notice  REF AED
A1150 Wolfe,D/Malone,J  Custody/visitation rights-concerns  REF AFW
A1151 Wolfe,D/Heck,R  Custody/visitation rights-concerns  REF AFW
A1152 Wolfe,D/Doria,J  Teachers, foreign-concerns emp.  REF AED
A1153 Wolfe,D/Azzolina,J+1  Coastal Blue Acres proj;$1.086M  REF AAN
A1154 Wolfe,D/Blee,F  Assist. living resid-refund security fee  REF ASI
A1155 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+1  Urban enterprise zone-annual tax review  REF ACE
A1156 D'Amato,P/Blee,F  Recall election-proh. contrib. by casino  REF ASG
A1157 D'Amato,P  Amer. Red Cross-income tax contrib.  REF AHH
A1158 D'Amato,P/Blee,F+1  Urban enterprise zones-concerns  REF AED
A1159 D'Amato,P  Effluent, treated-prov. tax cred.  REF AEN
A1160 Previte,M+1  St budget recomm.-St share pub sch costs  REF AED
A1161 Previte,M+3  Medicaid elig. sr. cit.-exempt. MV fees  REF ASI
A1162 Previte,M+15  Ex-POWs Memor. Hwy.-desig. GSP  REF ATR
A1163 Previte,M+1  Charitable contrib., cert.-tax deduction  REF AFW
A1164 Previte,M+1  Vol. scvs., cert.-income tax cred.  REF AFW
A1165 Previte,M/Greenwald,L  Coll., full time student-income tax cred  REF AED
A1166 Previte,M/Wolfe,D+20  Higher ed loan pymts-allow tax deduction  REF AED
A1167 Previte,M  Comprehensive Child Abuse Prev Act-amend  REF AFW
A1168 Previte,M/DiGaetano,P+8  Juv. justice sys.-balanced principles  REF ALP
A1169 Previte,M  Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations  REF AJU
A1170 Previte,M  Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations  REF AJU
A1171 Previte,M/Blee,F+1  Juv. offenders-St. reimb co. for housing  REF AED
A1172 Previte,M+1  Bodily fluid at probation offic.-assault  REF AED
A1173 Previte,M+23  Firefighters w/cancer-workers' comp.  REF AWA
A1174 Previte,M  Cigarette Fire Safety Act  REF AFW
A1175 Previte,M/Azzolina,J+17  Ex-prisoners of war-special lic. plate  REF ATR
A1176 Merkt,R+2  Telephone solicitation-proh cert. resid.  REF ATU
A1177 Payne,W  Handguns-proh. sale, possession  REF ALP
A1178 Payne,W+1  Adoptees-allows access to birth cert.  REF AFW
A1179 Payne,W  Parenting for All Parents Pilot Prog.  REF AFW
A1180 Payne,W  Family life ed.-instruction on parenting  REF AED
A1181 Payne,W  St. pension sys.-reduces vesting req.  REF ASG
A1182 Payne,W  Early retir. benf.-PERS  REF ASG
A1183 Payne,W  Early retir. benf.-co., mun. emp.  REF ASG
A1184 Payne,W  Early retir. benf.-PERS, TPAF sch. emp.  REF ASG
A1185 Payne,W  False reports, cert.-upgrades crime  REF AJU
A1186 Payne,W  Sex offender, ADTC-clarifies prog. cred.  REF ATR
A1187 Payne,W/Watson Coleman,B  African-Amer. Affairs Advis Comm.-estab.  REF ASG
A1188 Payne,W  Sex offender, ADTC-aftercare treatment  REF AFW
A1189 Payne,W  Children's Trust Fd.-auth. lic. plate  REF ATR
A1190 Payne,W  Tobacco-proh purchase/use, under 18  REF AHH
A1191 Payne,W  Tobacco-proh purchase/use, under 18  REF AHH
A1192 Payne,W  Sex offender, released-notify pub.  REF ATR
A1193 Payne,W/Gusciora,R+1  Correctional fac., priv. owned-concerns  REF ALP
A1194 Payne,W  Tobacco manuf.-proh. PERS investment  REF ASG
A1195 Payne,W  Sex offender, ADTC-clarifies prog. cred.  REF ATR
A1196 Payne,W/Gusciora,R+1  St.-admin. retir. sys.-reduce contrib.  REF ASG
A1197 Payne,W  Sch. admissions overcount  REF AED
A1198 Payne,W/Gusciora,R+1  Adoption expenses-income tax cred.  REF AFW
A1199 Payne,W  Youth recreational fac.-proh. hwy. ramps  REF ATR
A1301 Payne,W+21  Amistad Comm.-estab.  REF AED
A1302 Payne,W/Stanley,C+9  Foster care, long-term-extends to 21  REF AHH
A1303 Payne,W+7  Crime witness, failure to report-crime  REF AJU
A1304 Payne,W+1  Planned Parenthood, Metro NJ;$180.8K  REF AHH
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A1305  Payne,W  St. Police mv stops-quarterly studies  REF ALP
A1306  Payne,W+1  St. Police misconduct-civilian review bd  REF ALP
A1307  Payne,W/Watson Coleman,B+1  St. Police misconduct-concerns  REF ALP
A1308  Payne,W  Racial profiling-creates the offense  REF ALP
A1309  Payne,W  St. operated sch. dist.-restoration  REF AED
A1310  Payne,W  Child support-health insur. coverage  REF AFW
A1311  Payne,W  Co prosecutors' off costs-St. assumption  REF AJU
A1312  Payne,W  Newark, plane crash costs;$1.5M  REF AAP
A1313  Payne,W+10  Wynona Lipman Ethnic Studies Ctr.;$50K  REF AED
A1314  Payne,W  Revaluation relief-concerns  REF AHO
A1315  Payne,W  Amer Society for Pub Administrators;$65K  REF AAP
A1316  Payne,W  Abbott dist.-incl. cert co voc. sch dist  REF AED
A1317  Egan,J+1  Lead toxicity-mand. testing for children  REF AHH
A1318  Egan,J  Library constr.;$50M bond  REF AED
A1319  Egan,J  Card-check-concerns emp. representation  REF AFA
A1320  Egan,J  Computer software, cert.-proh. sale  REF ATU
A1321  Egan,J+2  E-mail ads.-meet cert. req.  REF ATU
A1322  Egan,J+5  Credit card unauth use-action for damage  REF ATU
A1323  Geist,G+2  Sch. bds.-adoption of salary policy  REF AED
A1324  Geist,G  Commerical MV-auth. loc. off. to inspect  REF ATR
A1325  Geist,G  Charter sch.-notification deadlines  REF AED
A1326  Geist,G  NJHOPE-Lottery Comm. participate  REF ATG
A1327  Geist,G+1  Govt. records-prov. pub. access  REF ASG
A1328  Myers,C  Transfer devel. rights-auth. mun.  REF AAN
A1329  Myers,C  Hunting-limit liab., cert. landowners  REF AAN
A1330  Myers,C+1  Farmland preserv.-concerns  REF AAN
A1331  Myers,C  Land application of residual-estab. req.  REF AAN
A1332  Myers,C/Farragher,C  Sch. bds.-munic. wage threshold-parity  REF AAN
A1333  Myers,C  Co planning bd review site plan-concerns  REF AHO
A1334  Myers,C/Biondi,P  Home-schooled students-concerns  REF AED
A1335  Myers,C  Commerical MV-auth. loc. off. to inspect  REF ATR
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A1375  Corodemus,S  Radon gas testing, pub sch-post results  REF AED
A1376  Corodemus,S/DeCroce,A+1  Specialty Nurse Ed. Pilot Prog.;$5M  REF AHH
A1377  Corodemus,S/Bodine,F  Watershed ed. grants;$1M  REF AEN
A1378  DiGaetano,P  Spinal manipulation by prof.-reg.  REF ARP
A1379  Doria,J  Cloning of human being-crime  REF AJU
A1380  Doria,J+2  Thomas & John Jackson Station-desig.  REF ATR
A1381  Doria,J  Health insur.-permits choice of provider  REF AHH
A1382  Doria,J/Blee,F+2  Security guards, cert.-req. lic.  REF ARP
A1383  Doria,J/Blee,F+2  Managed care entity-choice of provider  REF AHH
A1384  Doria,J+3  Fire personnel, equipment & ed-prov fds.  REF ALP
A1385  Doria,J/DiGaetano,P+6  Small bus.-NJ sales tax amnesty prog.  REF ACE
A1386  Doria,J/DiGaetano,P  Managed care entity-choice of provider  REF AHH
A1387  Doria,J/Wolfe,D  Character ed. prog.-encourages devel.  REF AED
A1388  Doria,J  Caller id.-proh. blocking  REF ATU
A1389  Doria,J+7  Truant/incorrigible pupils-penal.  REF AED
A1390  Doria,J+1  Wrongful death act-amends  REF AJU
A1391  Doria,J+1  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Lic. Act  REF ARP
A1392  Doria,J+2  Consumer fraud act-revise provisions  REF ACO
A1393  Doria,J  Sch. admin.-caps unused sick leave pymt.  REF ASG
A1394  Doria,J/Greenstein,L  Early retir. benf.-St. emp.  REF ASG
A1395  Doria,J+1  Early retir. benf.-coll. & mun. emp  REF ASG
A1396  Doria,J+3  E-ZPass Bill of Rights-creates  REF ATR
A1397  Azzolina,J+1  Aquaculture Assist. Prog.-estab.  REF AAN
A1398  Azzolina,J  Calling id.-proh. blocking  REF ATU
A1399  Azzolina,J  Worker's comp.-emp. w/disability  REF ARS
A1400  Azzolina,J+2  Consumer fraud act-revise provisions  REF ACO
A1401  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Lic. Act  REF ARP
A1402  Azzolina,J+2  Family Home Occupation Act  REF ACE
A1403  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1404  Azzolina,J/Hunt,H+2  Women's mil. convention-paid leave  REF ASG
A1405  Azzolina,J+3  HHS, Dental, Med.  REF AEN
A1406  Azzolina,J  Cord blood bank-estab. Statewide;$5M  REF AHH
A1407  Azzolina,J  Malignancy research stipend  REF AEN
A1408  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1409  Azzolina,J+2  Family Home Occupation Act  REF ACE
A1410  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1411  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1412  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1413  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1414  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1415  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1416  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1417  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1418  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1419  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1420  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1421  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1422  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1423  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1424  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1425  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1426  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1427  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1428  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1429  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1430  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1431  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1432  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1433  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1434  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1435  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1436  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1437  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1438  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1439  Azzolina,J  Multiple Dwelling Inspector Act  REF ARP
A1440  Azzolina,J  Child abuse, false reporting-crime  REF AFW
A1441  Azzolina,J+1  Sample ballot-send to reg voter's resid.  REF AHH
A1442  Greenwald,L+1  Firearm ID cards-confidential data base  REF AHS
A1443  Greenwald,L+1  St. Police high tech. crime unit;$1M  REF ALP
A1444  Greenwald,L  Passenger auto insur. info.-DMV database  REF ABI
A1445  Greenwald,L  Firearm ID cards-confidential data base  REF AHS
A1446  Greenwald,L+1  Sample ballot-send to reg voter's resid.  REF AHH
A1447  Greenwald,L+1  St. Police high tech. crime unit;$1M  REF ALP
A1448  Greenwald,L  Cord blood bank-estab. Statewide;$5M  REF AHH
A1449  Greenwald,L+1  Off. killed on duty-pay funeral expenses  REF AHH
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A1550 Greenwald,L Vet., surviving spouses-homestead rebate REF AMV
A1551 Greenwald,L+1 Auto collection activity-resid. prop. REF AHO
A1552 Greenwald,L/Previte,M+2 Water Supply & Contamination Study Comm. REF AEN
A1553 Greenwald,L+1 Sr. cit. prop. tax pymnt.-grace period REF ASI
A1554 Greenwald,L PAAD elig.-excl. vet. entitlements REF ASI
A1555 Greenwald,L/O'Toole,K Cosmetologist-operate mobile fac. REF ARP
A1556 Greenwald,L/Geist,G+2 Custom fabrication-prevailing wage act REF AEN
A1557 Greenwald,L Sr. cit. prop. tax pymt.-grace period REF ASI
A1558 Greenwald,L+1 PAAD elig.-excl. vet. entitlements REF ASI
A1559 Russo,D+1 Gun-free sch. areas-creates REF AJU
A1560 Russo,D+1 Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch. REF AHH
A1561 Russo,D/Doria,J Cred. card-proh solicitation of student REF AED
A1562 Russo,D/Caraballo,W Law and Mental Health Instlt-estab.;$95K REF AED
A1563 Russo,D Watershed land-appraisal method REF AEN
A1564 Russo,D+2 Shoplifting-upgrades offense REF AJU
A1565 Russo,D Election Law Enforcement;$3M REF ASG
A1566 Russo,D+2 Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch. REF AHH
A1567 Russo,D+1 Cred. card-proh solicitation of student REF AED
A1568 Gregg,G+1 Sch bds.-contract w/org. for ed. mgt svc REF AED
A1569 Gregg,G/Merkt,R Bond act pub. question-req. fiscal info. REF ASG
A1570 Gregg,G/Caraballo,W Law and Mental Health Instlt-estab.;$95K REF AED
A1571 Gregg,G+1 Tobacco products-adjusts tax rates REF AHH
A1572 Gregg,G/Previte,M+2 Water Supply & Contamination Study Comm. REF AEN
A1573 Gregg,G/Carol,M+1 Mun records, under age 18-not accessible REF ASG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

ACR12 Vandervalk,C    St. fd. for ed.-per pupil basis   REF AED
ACR13 Wisniewski,J+3    Senate President-Gov. when vacancy   REF ASG
ACR14 Kean,T/Farragher,C    Home mortgage loan limits-modify   REF ABI
ACR16 Roberts,J+1    Casino reg., wagers-not leg. intent   REF ARO
ACR17 Impreveduto,A/Weinberg,L+15    Sr. cit. homesteads-prop. tax limit   REF ASI
ACR18 Watson Coleman,B    St. House executive wing-approves proj.   REF AAP
ACR19 Amone,M+3    Site value taxation sys.-permit mun.   REF AHO
ACR20 Amone,M    Census, 2000-leg. committees study   REF AHO
ACR21 Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L    Sr. cit. prop. tax-mun. place limit   REF ASI
ACR22 Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L    Transp. infrastructure-coord. w/pub util   REF ATR
ACR23 Cottrell,M/Malone,J    Sr. cit. prop. tax deduct-addl. $250   REF AHO
ACR24 Connors,C/Moran,J+1    Prop. improvements, cert.-tax exemp.   REF ASI
ACR25 Rooney,J+1    Minor child med procedures-notify parent   REF AJU
ACR26 Rooney,J+1    I & R-amends NJ Constit. to estab.   REF ASG
ACR27 Moran,J/Connors,C    St. independent auth.-concerns   REF ASG
ACR28 Connors,C/Moran,J    Prop taxes-core curriculum, proh funding   REF AED
ACR29 Connors,C/Moran,J+3    3rd dist. taxes-freeze for sr., disab.   REF ASI
ACR30 Connors,C/Moran,J    Lyme disease research-Cong. enact   REF AHH
ACR31 Connors,C/Moran,J+1    Nat’l Family Caregiver Support-enact leg   REF AFW
ACR32 Connors,C/Moran,J    Safe Neighborhoods Act-Cong enact   REF ALP
ACR33 Connors,C/Moran,J    Sr. cit. prop. tax deduct-addl. $250   REF ASI
ACR34 Connors,C/Moran,J    Nuclear fuel, disposal-recover damages   REF AEN
ACR35 Connors,C/Moran,J+1    Prop. improvements, cert.-tax exemp.   REF AHH
ACR36 Malone,J/Cottrell,M    Vet. prop. tax deduction-extend elig.   REF AMV
ACR37 Biondi,P/Bateman,C    Vol. FF/first aid squad-prop. tax deduct   REF AHO
ACR38 Garrett,E    Parents-support fundamental rights   REF AFW
ACR39 Previte,M+44    Juv. offender housing-not leg. intent   REF ARO
ACR40 Geist,G    Sch. dist. taxes-freeze for sr., disab.   REF ASI
ACR41 Geist,G    Scholarship-jt. lotteries fd.   REF ATG
ACR42 Geist,G    Laurel Springs Borough-former ZIP code   REF ASG
ACR43 Myers,C/Merk,R+25    Sch. funding-amends NJ Constit.   REF AED
ACR44 Corodemus,S/Asselta,N+2    Disaster prot. fds-prop./casualty insur.   REF ABI
ACR45 Doria,J+3    Slot machines, racetracks-auth wagering   REF ATG
ACR46 Doria,J    MV inspection prog.-estab. Leg. comm.   REF ATR
ACR47 Doria,J/Weinberg,L+6    Greystone Park Hosp closing-Leg hearings   REF AHH
ACR48 Azzolina,J/Asselta,N    Remote live gambling-Leg. auth.   REF ATG
ACR49 Greenwald,L    Vets., surviving spouse-homestead rebate   REF AMV
ACR50 Caraballo,W/Quigley,J    Hospice care-UMDNJ ed. req.   REF AHH
ACR51 Smith,R/Corodemus,S    Sargassum-Natl Marine Fisheries Svc prot   REF AAN
ACR52 Smith,R    Mil. burials-concerns honor guard   REF AMV
ACR53 Blee,F    Fed. mandates, unfunded-rights of St.   REF ASG
ACR54 Biondi,P/Bateman,C    Vol. FF/first aid squad-prop. tax deduct   REF AHO
ACR55 Garrett,E    Fed. mandates, unfunded-rights of St.   REF ASG
ACR56 Arnone,M    St. Aid Catalog for Loc. Govts.   REF AHO
ACR57 Arnone,M    Stables fire safety task force-create   REF AHO
ACR58 Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F    Falun Gong-Peoples Repub, China-release   REF ASG
ACR59 Impreveduto,A/Moran,J+1    Newborn screening-qual. priv org conduct   REF AHH
ACR60 Tucker,D+2    VA budget reduction-express opposition   REF AMV
ACR61 Arnone,M/Farragher,C    Waste disposal laws-repeal Amtrack exemp   REF AEN
ACR62 Arnone,M    Dental care-prov. Medicare coverage   REF AHH
ACR63 Arnone,M+6    St. Aid Catalog for Loc. Govts.   REF AHO
ACR64 Arnone,M    Location Efficient Mortgage-urge assoc.   REF AHO
ACR65 Arnone,M    Mil. burials-concerns honor guard   REF AMV
ACR66 Van Alstyne,C    Hosp.-based paramedic units-support   REF AHH
ACR67 Pennacchio,J/Merk,R+2    Memorial Day-restore to May 30   REF AMV
ACR68 Tucker,D+2    VA budget reduction-express opposition   REF AMV
ACR69 Arnone,M/Farragher,C    Waste disposal laws-repeal Amtrack exemp   REF AEN
ACR70 Arnone,M    Dental care-prov. Medicare coverage   REF AHH
ACR71 Arnone,M+6    St. Aid Catalog for Loc. Govts.   REF AHO
ACR72 Arnone,M    Stables fire safety task force-create   REF AHO
ACR73 Arnone,M    Mil. burials-concerns honor guard   REF AMV
ACR74 Van Alstyne,C    Hosp.-based paramedic units-support   REF AHH
ACR75 Pennacchio,J/Merk,R+2    Memorial Day-restore to May 30   REF AMV
ACR76 Tucker,D+2    VA budget reduction-express opposition   REF AMV
ACR77 Arnone,M    Dental care-prov. Medicare coverage   REF AHH
ACR78 Arnone,M    St. Aid Catalog for Loc. Govts.   REF AHO
ACR79 Arnone,M    Location Efficient Mortgage-urge assoc.   REF AHO
ACR80 Van Alstyne,C    Hosp.-based paramedic units-support   REF AHH
ACR81 Pennacchio,J/Merk,R+2    Memorial Day-restore to May 30   REF AMV
ACR82 Tucker,D+2    VA budget reduction-express opposition   REF AMV
ACR83 Arnone,M    Dental care-prov. Medicare coverage   REF AHH
ACR84 Arnone,M    St. Aid Catalog for Loc. Govts.   REF AHO
ACR85 Arnone,M    Stables fire safety task force-create   REF AHO
**Bills Introduced: (cont'd)**

AR34 Edwards, W  Medicaid-revise 'resources' definition  REF ASI
AR35 Edwards, W  Home care for dependents, child-tax benefit  REF AFW
AR36 Rooney, J  Bus., ignore env., disapprove incentives  REF AEN
AR37 DeCroce, A/Bodine, F+3  Mass transit-DOT alleviate congestion  REF ATR
AR38 Connors, C/Moran, J+1  Sgt. John Basilone-commemorative stamp  REF AMV
AR39 Farragher, C/Merk R  Social Security taxes-concern allocation  REF ASI
AR40 Farragher, C  D.C. General Hosp.-maintain status  REF AHH
AR41 Previte, M/Greenwald, L+6  Child lead poison screening prog-increased  REF AHH
AR42 Payne, W/Stanley, C+11  Impeach, investigate-Verniero, Peter G.  REF AJU
AR43 Payne, W+27  Impeachment articles-adopt  REF AJU
AR44 Geist, G  Delaware River, deepening-opposes  REF AEN
AR45 Corodemus, S  Cyprus-just and peaceful resolution  REF ASG
AR46 Corodemus, S  Port Auth-annual report security measure  REF ATR
AR47 Corodemus, S  Sept. 11 actions by Pres./Cong.-support  REF ASG
AR48 Azzolina, J/Farragher, C+3  Ancillary Airline Industry Relief-enact  REF ATR
AR49 Greenwald, L/Previte, M+15  Radium in groundwater-Gov. address  REF AEN
AR76 Russo, D  Health care fds. distribution-concerns  REF AHH
AR77 Gregg, G+1  Fed. Clean Air Act-econ. impact reports  REF AEN
AR78 Gregg, G/DiGaetano, P+15  St. police-press retention support  REF ALP

**Bills Passed:**

AR1 Sires, A  Assembly-org. 2002 session  (Voice)

**Assembly Organization**
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Herbert C. Conaway, Jr., MD (7) Deputy Speaker  
Jerry Green (22) Deputy Speaker  
Anthony Impeveduto (32) Deputy Speaker  
Nellie Pou (35) Deputy Speaker  
Alfred E. Steele (35) Deputy Speaker  
Neil M. Cohen (20) Deputy Majority Leader  
Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5) Assistant Majority Leader  
Linda R. Greenstein (14) Assistant Majority Leader  
John S. Wisniewski (19) Assistant Majority Leader  
Peter J. Barnes, Jr. (18) Majority Whip  
Arlene M. Friscia (19) Assistant Majority Whip  
Robert J. Smith (4) Assistant Majority Whip  
Wilfredo Caraballo (29) Parliamentarian  
William D. Payne (29) Deputy Majority Conference Leader  
Bonnie Watson Coleman (15) Appropriations Committee Chair  
Louis D. Greenwald (6) Budget Committee Chairman  
Paul DiGaetano (36) Minority Leader  
Alex DeCroce (26) Minority Conference Leader  
Christine Riebe, Clerk of the General Assembly  

The following are the 2002/2003 Assembly Standing Reference Committees

Agriculture and Natural Resources (AAN)  
Appropriations (AAP)  
Banking and Insurance (ABI)  
Budget (ABU)  
Commerce and Economic Development (ACE)  
Consumer Affairs (ACO)
The following are the 2002/2003 Assembly Standing Reference Committees (cont'd)

Education (AED)
Environment and Solid Waste (AEN)
Family, Women and Children's Services (AFW)
Health and Human Services (AHH)
Homeland Security and State Preparedness (AHS)
Housing and Local Government (AHO)
Judiciary (AJU)
Labor (ALA)
Law and Public Safety (ALP)
Military and Veterans' Affairs (AMV)
Regulated Professions and Independent Authorities (ARP)
Regulatory Oversight (ARO)
Senior Issues (ASI)
State Government (ASG)
Telecommunications and Utilities (ATU)
Tourism and Gaming (ATG)
Transportation (ATR)

The following are the 2002/2003 Assembly Standing Administrative Committees

Intergovernmental Relations

The following are the 2002/2003 Assembly Joint Committees

Ethical Standards
State Library

The Assembly Speaker has made the following committee assignments:
(Only Chair Assignments available at this time)

Agriculture and Natural Resources (AAN)
Robert J. Smith (4) Chair

Appropriations (AAP)
Bonnie Watson Coleman (15) Chair

Banking and Insurance (ABI)
Neil M. Cohen (20) Chair

Budget (ABU)
Louis D. Greenwald (6) Chair

 Commerce and Economic Development (ACE)
Donald Tucker (28) Chair

Consumer Affairs (ACO)
Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5) Chair
The Assembly Speaker has made the following committee assignments: (cont’d)

Education (AED)
Joseph V. Doria, Jr. (31) Chair

Environment and Solid Waste (AEN)
Reed Gusciora (15) Chair

Family, Women and Children's Services (AFW)
Mary T. Previte (6) Chair

Health and Human Services (AHH)
Loretta Weinberg (37) Chair

Homeland Security and State Preparedness (AHS)
Joan M. Quigley (32) Chair

Housing and Local Government (AHO)
Jerry Green (22) Chair

Judiciary (AJU)
Linda R. Greenstein (14) Chair

Labor (ALA)
Arlene M. Friscia (19) Chair

Law and Public Safety (ALP)
Peter J. Barnes, Jr. (18) Chair

Military and Veterans' Affairs (AMV)
Jack Conners (7) Chair

Regulated Professions and Independent Authorities (ARP)
Anthony Impeveduto (32) Chair

Regulatory Oversight (ARO)
William D. Payne (29) Chair

Senior Issues (ASI)
Craig A. Stanley (28) Chair

State Government (ASG)
Alfred E. Steele (35) Chair
The Assembly Speaker has made the following committee assignments: (cont’d)

Telecommunications and Utilities (ATU)

Wilfredo Caraballo (29) Chair

Tourism and Gaming (ATG)

Gary L. Guear, Sr. (14) Chair

Transportation (ATR)

John S. Wisniewski (19) Chair

The Assembly adjourned at 5:50 P.M. to meet at a date and a time to be announced.

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (1/7/2002):

P.L.2001, c.362. A1448 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Blee,F/LeFevre,K+5 01/07/2002 Probation off.-grants police powers
P.L.2001, c.366. A4047 AcAca (1R) Bateman,C/Cohen,N+3 01/07/2002 PERS-creates Prosecutors Part
P.L.2001, c.370. S553 ScaAca (SCS/1R) Ca fi ero,J+2 01/08/2002 Co. clerks-concerns cert salaries/fees
P.L.2001, c.371. S1033/1098 ScaSa (SCS/1R) Bark,M/Cafiero,J+16 01/08/2002 Physicians, dentists-negotiate w/carrier
P.L.2001, c.376. S1888 ScaSa (2R) Bark,M/Sinagra,J+17 01/08/2002 Women's Health Off.-estab. in DHSS
P.L.2001, c.378. S2112 Inverso,P/Bennett,J 01/08/2002 Landscape architects-concerns lic. law
P.L.2001, c.379. S2704 Sca (1R) Sinagra,J/Vitale,J+2 01/08/2002 Rutgers Coll. of Nursing-fac.;$2.3M
P.L.2001, c.382. S2513 DiFrancesco,D/Matheussen,J+3 01/08/2002 Battleship USS NJ refurbishment,$7.2M
P.L.2001, c.384. S2577 AaSa (2R) Inverso,P+2 01/08/2002 Political contrib.-concerns limits
P.L.2001, c.387. S2691 Sca (1R) Cardinale,G+1 01/08/2002 Health svc corp bd of directors-memb
P.L.2001, c.389. S2695 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Blee,F/LeFevre,K+5 01/08/2002 Probation off.-grants police powers
P.L.2001, c.393. S2714 Inverso,P/Allen,D+11 01/08/2002 Sex offender registry-proh cert removals
P.L.2001, c.395. S2739 Bark,M+2 01/08/2002 Specialty crop grant prog.-$1.6M
P.L.2001, c.396. S2741 w/GR (1R) Kosco,L 01/08/2002 Cigarette packages-revises tax stamp law
P.L.2001, c.397. S2742 Bennett,J/Lynch,J 01/08/2002 Athletic Control Bd.-full time chairman
P.L.2001, c.400. S2762 Sa (1R) Kyrillos,J+1 01/08/2002 Somerset Hills Sch.$1M
P.L.2001, c.404. A1309 AcAcaScaAca (5R) Geist,G/Collins,J+18 01/08/2002 Govt. records-prov. pub. access
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### Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (1/7/2002): (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill Number</th>
<th>Bill Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Sponsorship</th>
<th>Date Signed</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.411</td>
<td>A2398 Vandervalk,C/Neely,J+3 Hurricane Floyd-extends recovery periods</td>
<td>Bateman, C/Rooney, J</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.412</td>
<td>A2407 Holzapfel,J/LeFevre,K+3 Eluding off., cause death-manslaughter</td>
<td>Bateman, C/Gibson, J</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.413</td>
<td>A2480 ScaSaSa (3R) Transp. fac.-incr. penal., interference</td>
<td>DeCroce, A/Merk,R</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.414</td>
<td>A2499 Collins,J/Asselta,N Delaware-New Jersey Compact-amends</td>
<td>Bateman, C/LeFevre, K</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.416</td>
<td>A2722 Ac_aaa (ACS/2R) Limousine law-makes changes</td>
<td>LeFevre, K/Russo, D</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.417</td>
<td>A2957 w/GR (1R) Native Amer. Affairs Comm.-revises</td>
<td>Bateman, C/Cotrell, M</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td>Coastal devel.-concerns review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.419</td>
<td>A3119 AcSaSa w/GR (3R) Mun. court fines, unpaid-auth collection</td>
<td>Cotrell, M/Malone, J</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td>Foster Parent Lic. Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.424</td>
<td>A3731 Aca w/GR (2R) Spill Comp. &amp; Control Act-alters tax cap</td>
<td>Collins, J/Doria, J</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.425</td>
<td>A3741 Aca (1R) Bound Brook &amp; Manville Boro-flood aid</td>
<td>Bateman, C/Biondi, P</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.427</td>
<td>A3884 Smith,B/Lance,L+31 Nat'l Guard-concerns tuition assistance</td>
<td>Smith, B/Lance, L</td>
<td>+31</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.428</td>
<td>A3891 Collins,J+1 Netraceuticals Instit., Rutgers;$3.5M</td>
<td>Collins, J</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.429</td>
<td>A3925 DeCroce,A/Corodemus,S+1 Maritime Resources Off.-estab. in DOT</td>
<td>DeCroce, A/Corodemus, S</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td>Maritime Resources Off.-estab. in DOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.431</td>
<td>A4024 Bagger,R/Lance,L+2 Sales/use tax-multistate discussions</td>
<td>Bagger, R/Lance, L</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.2001, c.432</td>
<td>A4025 Chatzidakis,L/Merk,R+1 Hist. preserv. projects;$1.056M</td>
<td>Chatzidakis, L/Merk,R</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>01/08/2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>